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mAnAgemenT summAry

In March and May of 2013 a program of remote sensing and archaeological testing was carried out by John 
Milner Associates, Inc. and Hunter Research, Inc. at the John Phillips house site in Pleasant Valley, Hopewell 
Township, Mercer County, New Jersey.  This site is located on the Pleasant Valley schoolhouse property at the 
intersection of Pleasant Valley Road and Hunter Road and is part of the Mercer County-owned lands centered 
around the Howell Living History Farm.  The site is also situated within the Pleasant Valley Historic District, 
which is listed in the New Jersey and National Registers of Historic Places.

The principal goal of these investigations was to locate the site of an 18th-century house believed to be the 
original Phillips family homestead in Pleasant Valley.  The scope of work for these geophysical and archaeo-
logical explorations involved ground penetrating radar (GPR) survey (separately reported as Appendix A of 
this document), limited background research, shovel testing, excavation of a single excavation unit, analysis of 
the research and field results, and preparation of this technical report.  One weekend day was also set aside for 
public tours of the site during the course of the archaeological field investigation.  Project funding was provided 
by a grant from the New Jersey Historical Commission and by the Friends of Howell Living History Farm.

GPR survey identified a series of buried anomalies, including two possible locations for a house site, two shaft 
features (one of which was almost certainly a well) and the footprint of the original front section of the school-
house built in 1889.  Intensified GPR survey of the Phillips family burial ground to the west of the schoolhouse 
recognized 94 possible grave shafts, considerably more than previously thought.  Plotting out of a deed of 1833 
also indicates that the graveyard originally extended over a larger area and that its western edge was probably 
truncated by the laying out of Hunter Road around 1860.

Archaeological testing concentrated on examining those GPR anomalies thought most likely to be associated 
with a house site and also sought to characterize the soils across much of the schoolhouse property.  Shovel 
testing and excavation of a single unit succeeded in pinpointing the location of the house within 60 feet of 
Pleasant Valley Road, roughly 100 feet southeast of the schoolhouse.  The excavation unit exposed the west 
wall of what is believed to be the house cellar.  A range of 18th- and early 19th-century domestic artifacts, 
building debris, food waste and other cultural materials were recovered from the site, largely confirming its 
identification through documentary evidence as the location of the homestead established by John Phillips in 
the mid- to late 1730s.

Several suggestions are offered for further archival and archaeological research, and a range of treatment 
options are considered for the preservation and interpretation of the house site and burial ground.
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A.  PROJECT BACKGROUND AND SCOPE 
OF WORK

The following technical report presents the results of a 
program of remote sensing (using ground penetrating 
radar) and related archaeological testing conducted in 
March and May, 2013 at the John Phillips house site 
in Hopewell Township, Mercer County, New Jersey.  
This site, the focus of the original Phillips family 
homestead in Pleasant Valley, was established in the 
late 1730s.  It is located on County-owned property 
on the north side of Pleasant Valley Road, immedi-
ately east of its intersection with Hunter Road, on 
property associated with the Howell Living History 
Farm (Figures 1.1-1.3).  The 130-acre core of the 
Howell Living History Farm, operated by the Mercer 
County Park Commission, is located adjacent and 
northwest of the John Phillips house site and provides 
educational and heritage tourism programming for 
the public focused on the farming history of Pleasant 
Valley in the 19th and early 20th centuries.

The main purpose of the remote sensing and archaeo-
logical explorations was to pinpoint precisely the 
location and examine the remains of the John Phillips 
house site, the approximate site of which was known 
from historic maps.  No obvious visible expression of 
the house was visible at the ground surface, although 
differences in vegetation were thought (erroneously 
as it turned out) to be indicative of a possible building 
location.  It was hoped that a clear sense of the house’s 
archaeological condition could be gained through 
these investigations so that better informed judgments 
might be made about the site’s potential for future 
display and interpretation within the context of the 
broader mission of the Howell Living History Farm.

The scope of work for these archaeological explora-
tions were reviewed and approved by the New Jersey 
Historic Preservation Office (NJHPO).  The spe-
cific tasks undertaken involved limited background 
research, field preparation, ground penetrating radar 
survey, subsurface testing (chiefly involving shovel 
testing, but with the addition of one formal excavation 
unit), documentation of exposed remains, analysis of 
the research and field results, and preparation of this 
report.  One weekend day (Saturday, May 18, 2013) 
was set aside for public tours of the site during the 
course of the field investigation.  Many Howell Farm 
visitors observed the excavation work on this day, 
receiving an explanation of the site and project from 
archaeologists and historians undertaking the work.

Background research was mostly conducted in March 
and April of 2013, and drew heavily on the archival 
research and writings of Larry Kidder.  Mr. Kidder’s 
work forms the basis for Chapter 2 of this report.  
Ground penetrating radar survey was conducted on 
March 26-28, 2013 with preliminary results being 
provided in early May prior to the archaeological 
testing.  A full report on the remote sensing work is 
provided in Appendix A.  Archaeological fieldwork, 
which concentrated on investigating remote sensing 
anomalies and testing systematically across the entire 
site, was carried out on May 14-20, 2013, under the 
direction of James Lee and Richard Hunter.  Analysis 
of field results and artifacts was conducted in June, 
July and August 2013 as a precursor to the comple-
tion of this report.  All documentation and archaeo-
logical materials from this study will be stored at the 
Hunter Research offices in Trenton, New Jersey until 
the acceptance of the final report by the appropriate 
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Figure 1.1.  General Location of Project Site (starred).

O
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Copyright (C) 1997, Maptech, Inc.

Figure 1.2.  Detailed Location of Project Site (circled).  Source: 7.5’ USGS Lambertville, N.J.-P.A. Quadrangle 
(1953 [photorevised 1973]).  Scale: 1 inch = 1,800 feet (approximately).
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agencies.  At this point, these materials and data will 
be dispatched to the Howell Living History Farm, 
Titusville, New Jersey.

The Howell Farm was originally listed in the New 
Jersey Register of Historic Places in 1976 and in 
the National Register of Historic Places in 1977 
(ID#1697; NR Reference #: 77000879) and was 
known as the Phillips Farm.  The farm, in its entirety, 
also lies within the Pleasant Valley Historic District, 
which was listed in the New Jersey and National 
Registers of Historic Places in 1991 (ID#1698; NR 
Reference #: 91000676).  

Since the John Phillips house site is located on land 
that is listed in the New Jersey and National Registers 
of Historic Places, archaeological investigations were 
conducted in accordance with the guidelines of the 
NJHPO in compliance with the New Jersey State 
Register of Historic Places Act (Chapter 268, Laws 
of 1970).  Specifically, the archaeological work 
described here took into account two NJHPO publica-
tions:  “Guidelines for Preparing Cultural Resources 
Management Archaeological Reports Submitted to 
the Historic Preservation Office” (July 2000) and 
“Guidelines for Phase I Archaeological Investigations:  
Identification of Archaeological Resources” (http://
www.nj.gov/dep/hpo/1identify/arkeoguide1.htm).  

This work was also carried out in accordance with the 
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and Guidelines 
for Archaeology and Historic Preservation and the 
NJHPO archaeological survey and report guidelines.  
Senior Hunter Research personnel who were respon-
sible for undertaking these investigations meet the 
federal standards for qualified professional archaeolo-
gists as specified in 36 CFR 66.3(b)(2) and 36 CFR 
61.

The work described here was performed by Hunter 
Research, Inc. under contract to the Friends of Howell 
Living History Farm.  Project funding was pro-

vided by a grant from the New Jersey Historical 
Commission with additional funding support from the 
Friends of Howell Living History Farm. 

b.  Previous reseArch And PrinciPAl 
sources oF inFormATion

The John Phillips house site had not been the subject 
of geophysical or archaeological investigation prior 
to the current studies, although local historians and 
archaeologists had frequently inspected the site and 
pondered where the location of the house might have 
been.  Over the past quarter century, a number of indi-
viduals – notably, David Blackwell, Richard Porter, 
Richard Hunter, and most recently, Larry kidder – have 
delved into the historical record in search of informa-
tion about the Phillips properties and homes in Pleasant 
Valley.  The history of the Phillips family and its vari-
ous homes are referenced in the National Register of 
Historic Places documentation for the Pleasant Valley 
Historic District (Heritage Studies, Inc. 1990), the 
Howell Living History Farm Master Plan 2002-2012 
(Hunter Research, Inc. 2002), the Hopewell Township 
Historic Preservation Plan element in the Hopewell 
Township Master Plan (Hopewell Township Historic 
Preservation Commission 2004) and various items of 
Howell Farm promotional literature.

Although not specifically directed at the John Phillips 
house site, a program of archaeological investigation 
and historic landscape analysis was carried out in 
2012 at the site of the Phillips gristmill, which was 
located directly across Pleasant Valley Road from 
John Phillips’ house.  The mill was intimately con-
nected to the Phillips homestead, being owned and 
operated by John Phillips’ son Henry and his descen-
dants, and possibly even being established by John 
Phillips himself.  The current report draws extensively 
on the report that was produced on the archaeological 
work at the mill site (Hunter Research, Inc. 2012).  
Limited archaeological testing, as yet unreported, 
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was also carried out in 2007 at the nearby site of the 
Phillips Blacksmith Shop on Valley Road.  Traces 
of blacksmithing activity were observed in a series 
of shovel tests and considered to be evidence of the 
Phillips family’s local involvement in this craft in the 
18th and 19th centuries.  John Phillips at the time of 
his settlement in Pleasant Valley was referenced as a 
blacksmith (see below, Chapter 2), although a defini-
tive link still remains to be made between him and 
these archaeological remains.
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Chapter 2

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The John Phillips house site in Pleasant Valley is 
located on land that came into the hands of Dr. 
Daniel Coxe, a physician to the English Royal Court 
in London, in the late 1680s.  At this time Pleasant 
Valley was a largely wooded wilderness and still 
unsettled by Europeans.  Coxe, one in a succession 
of Daniel Coxes prominent in New Jersey’s colonial 
history, never personally set foot in the American 
colonies.  In 1687, he acquired the land rights and 
control of the government of the colony of West 
Jersey from Edward Byllynge, assuming for himself 
the de facto position of Governor.  Byllynge had 
purchased his rights to West Jersey from John, Lord 
Berkeley in 1673.  Berkeley and Sir George Carteret 
were jointly granted the colony of New Jersey in 1664 
by James, Duke of York, brother of King Charles II of 
England and later, briefly, King James II of England, 
from 1685 until deposed by the “bloodless” Glorious 
Revolution in 1688 (Hunter and Porter 1990:25).

On March 30, 1688, Adlord Bowde, acting as Daniel 
Coxe’s agent, acquired from a group of 11 Indians the 
rights to a vast tract of land that included all of modern 
Hopewell Township, much of Ewing Township and 
the northwestern part of City of Trenton.  Originally 
estimated as being 28,000 acres, the area of this tract, 
usually referred to as the Hopewell tract, was later 
revised upwards to 30,000 acres.  In 1691-92, Coxe 
conveyed the rights to this tract to the West Jersey 
Society, a group of English land speculators, but this 
agreement was never formalized through an executed 
deed, an oversight that ultimately led to numerous 
disputes over land ownership in the Hopewell area 
extending well into the mid-18th century.  Although 
at least one settler, Andrew Smith, established him-
self on a 200-acre property within the Hopewell tract 
(in what is today Ewing Township) prior to the West 

Jersey Society agreement, settlement did not start in 
earnest until the mid-1690s when the Society began to 
subdivide and sell off large parcels to incoming farm-
ing families (Hunter and Porter 1990:25-26).

Pleasant Valley does not appear to have opened up to 
European settlement until the second quarter of the 
18th century.  The sluggish spread of settlement into 
this far northwest corner of Hopewell Township may 
have been the result of the relatively rugged landscape 
which would have been less attractive for farming 
than the fertile rolling lowland in the Pennington/
Lawrenceville area along the King’s Highway cor-
ridor.  The fact that the Coxe family reserved sub-
stantial acreage for themselves along the Delaware 
Valley may also have slowed settlement, especially in 
the western, downstream portion of Pleasant Valley, 
where Colonel Daniel Coxe, son of Dr. Daniel Coxe, 
established the plantation known as “Bellmont Farm.”  
This latter property existed as a 507-acre tract prior 
to 1737, when it passed, upon the death of Colonel 
Coxe to his four children.  The nucleus of Bellmont 
Farm was situated at the mouth of Moore’s Creek, 
near the present-day intersection of Pleasant Valley 
Road and N.J. Route 29, and also included a ferry and 
a fishery.  The Coxes likely viewed the property as a 
valuable asset with economic potential.  They retained 
Bellmont Farm up until the Revolutionary War, when 
it was confiscated on account of their Loyalist sym-
pathies (Heritage Studies, Inc. 1990; Audit Office AO 
12/13:208-209).

Critical to the spread of settlement into Pleasant 
Valley, and an important factor in the eventual estab-
lishment of the original Phillips family homestead and 
gristmill, was the colonial road network.  Owing to the 
steep and rocky hillsides bordering the left bank of 
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the Delaware River, the main route up the Delaware 
Valley on the New Jersey side of the river lay up to 
two miles inland from the riverbank.  The course 
of this road through Hopewell Township, known as 
the River Road, roughly followed County Route 579 
(Bear Tavern Road) northward out of ewing, veering 
west just north of Church Road to cross over the east-
ern end of Baldpate Mountain and join Pleasant Valley 
Road.  The River Road then ran down Pleasant Valley 
Road, crossed Moore’s Creek just below the sites of 
the Phillips homestead and gristmill, and followed 
Valley Road and Goat Hill Road over to Coryell’s 
Ferry (Lambertville).  The River Road is thought to 
have been a well established route by at least 1700 and 
undoubtedly helped to frame the subdivision and set-
tlement of land throughout the 18th century (Hunter 
and Porter 1990:185; Heritage Studies, Inc. 1990).

Two spurs from the River Road headed southwest to 
ferries on the Delaware River, both probably original-
ly under Coxe family control.  One followed Pleasant 
Valley Road from Valley Road to Bellmont Farm (also 
sometimes referred to as Lower Bellmont Farm); the 
other, a short distance to the west, ran along Valley 
Road from Goat Hill Road to upper Bellmont Farm, 
which was located at the intersection of present day 
Valley Road and N.J. Route 29.  Both of these spur 
roads likely existed early in the 18th century.

Most of the principal elements of the colonial road 
network in the Pleasant Valley area are visible in maps 
prepared during the Revolutionary War.  A map dat-
ing from 1779 held in the Hessian State Archives in 
Marburg, Germany, presumably produced by British 
or Hessian military cartographers, shows the River 
Road with the spur to Coxe’s Lower Bellmont ferry 
(Figure 2.1).  The structure depicted schematically on 
the riverbank may be a ferry house, or possibly the 
Coxe mansion.

Another somewhat better known map, A Sketch of the 
Northern Parts of New Jersey, prepared by John Hills 
for the British army in 1781, shows a generally simi-
lar arrangement of roads and again shows the spur to 
Coxe’s ferry and a building on the riverbank (Figure 
2.2).  Although literally “sketched” from other maps 
in the relative comfort of New York City and replete 
with errors, this map is more detailed than the Hessian 
map, providing more names for features in the land-
scape and also showing many more building locations.  
On this map, “Smith’s Creek” corresponds to modern 
Moore’s Creek and “Bellemont” refers to upper 
Bellmont Farm and probably also Belle Mountain.  A 
building may also be indicated in roughly the location 
of the John Phillips house site, although the map’s 
small scale precludes this being a definitive identifi-
cation.  The gristmill does not appear to be shown on 
the map, although it was certainly in existence at this 
time and would have been situated at the River Road 
crossing of Smith’s Creek.  Interestingly, a route is 
also shown on this map hugging the left bank of the 
Delaware between Coxe’s Ferry and Coryell’s Ferry; 
this was not formally surveyed as a road until 1820 
(Hunterdon County Road Return 19-6-4).

The central portion of Pleasant Valley, where the 
Phillips homestead and gristmill were situated, con-
tinued in Coxe family ownership into the early 1700s, 
passing from Colonel Daniel Coxe to William Bryant.  
Bryant, scion of a prominent Perth Amboy family, was 
likely an absentee owner of this land and it probably 
remained as unsettled territory traversed by the River 
Road throughout his period of ownership.  Following 
Bryant’s death in 1733, a 125-acre tract was sold 
off by his executors to Joseph Phillips, a house car-
penter of Maidenhead Township (modern Lawrence 
Township), who sold the same parcel to John Phillips 
in 1737 (West Jersey Deed e:284).  This property 
contained the core of the present-day Howell Living 
History Farm and almost certainly included the future 
John Phillips house site and gristmill site.  Joseph 
and John Phillips are thought to have been brothers, 
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Figure 2.1.  Hessian State Archives.  Map of Central New Jersey.  1779.  Scale: 1 inch = 1.4 miles (approxi-
mately).  Approximate location of John Phillips House Site is circled.
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Figure 2.2.  Hills, John.  A Sketch of the Northern Parts of New Jersey.  1781.  Scale: 1 inch = 1 mile (approxi-
mately).  Approximate location of John Phillips House Site is circled.
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and John Phillips, at the time of their transaction, was 
described as a blacksmith and a Hopewell Township 
resident.  Although it is uncertain where John Phillips 
was actually living at the time of his 1737 purchase, 
he may well have been resident in Pleasant Valley, 
possibly on Joseph Phillips’ property.  In any event, 
it seems reasonably certain that John Phillips and 
his family took up residence in the central portion of 
Pleasant Valley no later than the late 1730s (Heritage 
Studies, Inc. 1990; kidder 2012:2).  

John Phillips soon emerged as a prominent figure in 
the emerging local community, holding the position 
of Justice of the Peace and becoming a successful 
farmer.  Born in Maidenhead (modern Lawrence 
Township) in 1697 and married to Annatje Lott, he 
apparently fathered as many as a dozen or more chil-
dren (sons, John, Peter, Henry, Joseph and Lott, and 
daughters, Sarah, Letitia, Fanny, Catherine [katy], 
Frances [?Polly], Mary, Sally and Rhoda), although 
some of these may not have survived into adulthood 
(Cooley  and Cooley  1883:181-182; Our Shannon 
Line; “Pleasant Valley in the American Revolution – 
The John Phillips Family”).

By the late 1770s, when the earliest tax ratable assess-
ments are recorded for property owners in Hopewell 
Township, John Phillips and at least two of his sons 
(John, Jr., and Henry) were living locally.  In the May 
1778 ratable, for example, John, Sr. was listed as own-
ing 145 acres of improved farmland, three horses, five 
horned cattle and two hogs.  His eldest son, John, Jr. 
owned 144 acres, a horse, eight horned cattle and six 
hogs, while Henry owned 50 acres, four horses, five 
horned cattle, 11 hogs and a slave.  All three of these 
Phillips properties are likely to have been in Pleasant 
Valley, and the John Phillips House Site was prob-
ably located on one of them, most likely that of John 
Phillips, Sr., although this still requires confirmation.  
Henry was the owner of the gristmill during this 
period, as evidenced by a ratable assessment of the 
following year, and his slave may well have assisted in 

its operation.  Subsequent tax ratable records for May 
1780, January 1781 and July 1785 show John Phillips, 
esq. as owning a substantially reduced holding of 49 
acres, which is probably indicative of him subdivid-
ing his property among his children in his later years 
(Hunterdon County Tax Ratables 1778-1785).

Approaching 80 years of age at the outset of the 
Revolutionary War, John Phillips, Sr. was too old to 
participate in the conflict.  The Phillips family, how-
ever, was strongly supportive of the patriot cause and 
at least two of John’s sons, Henry and Lott, fought 
on the American side.  Henry Phillips served as a 
captain in the Hunterdon County militia in 1776-
77 and played an active role in the hostilities from 
the spring of 1776 at least up until the time of the 
Battles of Trenton and Princeton at the end of the 
year.  In November of 1777, he was promoted to the 
rank of Major.  Lott Phillips fought in his brother’s 
company and died in 1779, reputedly being buried 
in the Phillips family burial ground adjacent to the 
schoolhouse at the corner of Pleasant Valley Road and 
Hunter Road (ege 1908:152; “Pleasant Valley in the 
American Revolution – The John Phillips Family”).  

One particular episode documented in Pleasant Valley 
during the Revolutionary War personally affected John 
Phillips, Sr.  On Monday, December 9, 1776 British 
and Hessian troops, in pursuit of American forces that 
had just withdrawn the day before into Pennsylvania, 
scoured the Hopewell countryside in search of boats 
they could use to cross the Delaware River.  Passing 
through Pleasant Valley they ransacked the home 
and property of Samuel Stout at upper Bellmont and 
“Old Mr. Phillips, his Neighbour, they pillaged in the 
same Manner, and then cruelly beat him” (Boston 
Gazette, January 6, 1777:1).  Although we cannot be 
certain where exactly it was that John Phillips, Sr. 
was roughed up by marauding British and Hessian 
soldiers, it is not impossible that this event occurred 
at the John Phillips house site.
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In 1780 John Phillips, Sr. drew up his will, noting 
that he was “sick and weak in Body.”  He lived on for 
several years, however, eventually dying on January 
2, 1789, whereupon his estate was inventoried later in 
the same month (Hunterdon County Probate Records 
1476J).  The text of both will and inventory, which are 
of considerable interest, are transcribed in Appendix 
B.

In his will, John Phillips, Sr. bequeathed the planta-
tion where he was living with his spinster daughter, 
Polly, to his son, Henry.  It is not clear whether Henry 
was actually resident there at the time, although 
one suspects not, since he was separately listed as a 
householder and owner of 50 acres of improved land 
in the tax ratable of January 1780.  The elder Phillips 
also bequeathed an entirely different property to John 
Phillips, Jr. (identified as “the plantation on which he 
[John, Jr.] now lives”).  These two plantations refer-
enced in the will, each evidently with their own house, 
likely correlate with the 145-acre and 144-acre prop-
erties recorded respectively for John, Sr. and John, Jr. 
in the tax ratable assessments of 1778-80, but where 
exactly they were located is not entirely uncertain.  
Based on Henry Phillips’ link to the gristmill and the 
neighboring extant historic house to the east (the so-
called Major Henry Phillips house), it seems logical 
to associate the plantation where John Phillips, Sr. 
was living in 1780 (and bequeathing to Henry in his 
will) with both the 145-acre tract recorded in the tax 
ratable of 1778-80 and the property on which the John 
Phillips house site is located.

Nevertheless, other scenarios could apply, some hing-
ing on whether the Major Henry Phillips house was 
in existence in 1780 (a topic of some dispute among 
local historians).  For example, John Phillips, Sr. 
could conceivably have been living in this latter house 
(with Henry Phillips living elsewhere), implying that 
the house at the John Phillips House Site, which was 
clearly occupied in the mid-18th century based on 
archaeological evidence, passed without mention in 

John’s will.  Other Phillips family members (e.g., 
the families of brothers or sisters of Henry and John, 
Jr.) could also have been living in the dwelling on 
the John Phillips house site in 1780, again passing 
unmentioned in the will.  In summary, it is clear that 
at the time he drew up his will in 1780, John Phillips, 
Sr. owned two plantations each with a house, while his 
son Henry owned a third property, also with a house.  
All three houses are likely in Pleasant Valley.  When 
each house was originally erected, which house was 
occupied by which member of the Phillips family, 
and when, and where these houses were located, all 
remain open to debate.

John Phillips, Sr.’s will is notable for two other 
items of information.  In bequeathing the plantation 
on “which I now dwell” to his son, Henry, John Sr. 
reserved “two Square Rod of Ground where my late 
wife lies Buried.”  This appears to be a reference to the 
Phillips family burial ground at the corner of Pleasant 
Valley Road and Hunter Road and strongly implies 
that the nearby John Phillips house site lay within the 
property he was passing on to his son Henry.  The will 
also notes that his daughter Polly shall “have the use 
of the two Back Rooms in my dwelling house as Long 
as she remains in a Single State,” a useful clue to the 
size and layout of John Phillips’ house (wherever this 
house was actually located).

upon Henry Phillips’ inheriting of his father’s plan-
tation in 1789, it is reasonable to assume, based on 
locational information contained in later deeds, that 
the dwelling at the John Phillips house site came 
under his direct control, although, as the ruminations 
above indicate, it is unclear who might have been liv-
ing there.  If the extant dwelling to the east (the Major 
Henry Phillips house) was in existence by 1789, 
one presumes that Henry Phillips was then resident 
there.  Almost certainly, by 1800 or thereabouts, both 
dwellings were in place and in the hands of Henry 
Phillips.  From this point on, until the dwelling at the 
John Phillips house site was pulled down sometime 
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between 1860 and 1875, there is no definitive infor-
mation as to who was living there.  Because of its 
proximity to the gristmill, it is likely that the dwelling 
served for much of the time as a miller’s house.  It 
could also have been occupied by other members of 
the extended Phillips family, or by a tenant family 
working on the Phillips farm lands.

Henry Phillips died intestate in 1805 with an invento-
ry of his estate being made in the same year.  Henry’s 
234-acre property was divided among his four sons 
(William, Henry, Ralph and John H.) and two married 
daughters (Mary Stevenson and elizabeth Hoppock).  
On May 31, 1805 the two daughters released their 
claim to the property to their four brothers, and then 
four years later on Christmas Day, 1809, the three 
elder brothers, William, Henry and Ralph, conveyed 
a 79-acre parcel out of the larger 234-acre property 
to John H. Phillips.  With a nominal sale price of 67 
cents, this transaction gives something of the appear-
ance of a Christmas gift (New Jersey Inventory 2159J; 
Hunterdon County Deed 18:320).

When the metes and bounds contained in this deed of 
1809 are plotted out and superimposed on a modern 
aerial photograph, it is apparent that the bulk of the 
79-acre tract passed on to John H. Phillips lay on the 
south side of Pleasant Valley Road and was focused on 
the gristmill site (Figure 2.3).  However, significantly, 
a small portion of the property extended over on to the 
north side of Pleasant Valley Road to include the loca-
tion of the John Phillips house site and immediately 
surrounding land.  Since we know of no other dwell-
ings on the 79-acre tract and have no indication of 
John H. Phillips living elsewhere, it seems likely that 
the house on the John Phillips house site was occupied 
at this time by John H. Phillips, who was also likely 
working as the miller.  Also noteworthy from plotting 
out the deed of 1809 is the fact that the Major Henry 
Phillips house was not included within the 79-acre 
tract.  Land bordering the tract on the east along 
Pleasant Valley Road is referenced as being owned 

by William Phillips, which appears to place William, 
Major Henry Phillips’ eldest son, in residence at the 
Major Henry Phillips house.  Land bordering the 
79-acre tract on the north and northwest (i.e., the core 
of today’s Howell Living History Farm) is referenced 
as being owned by Henry Phillips.

John H. Phillips died intestate in 1832.  He was prob-
ably still operating the gristmill up until the time of 
his death, since mill implements are mentioned in the 
inventory of his estate (New Jersey Inventory 4003J).  
Sarah Phillips, John H.’s widow, released her rights 
to her husband’s property to his two surviving broth-
ers, Henry and Ralph, his one surviving sister, Mary 
Stevenson, and the two children of his other deceased 
sister, elizabeth Hoppock.  On April 1, 1833, these 
members of the Phillips family as a group sold a 118-
acre tract and a smaller three-acre parcel, both for-
merly belonging to John H. Phillips, to Ralph Schenck 
(Hunterdon County Deed 54:397).

Again, plotting out the metes and bounds of the 118-
acre tract sold to Ralph Schenck in 1833 is informa-
tive (Figure 2.3).  The property incorporated the bulk 
of the 79-acre tract taken over by John H. Phillips in 
1809, including the gristmill site and the John Phillips 
house site.  By 1833, however, the property had been 
expanded east along Pleasant Valley Road to take in 
the Major Henry Phillips house.  One wonders if, 
upon the death of William Phillips at some point in 
the 1820s, John H. Phillips acquired control of this 
larger, newer house and possibly even relocated there.  
The survey accompanying the deed also specifically 
references the “graveyard lot,” the location of which 
correlates well with the Phillips family burial ground.  
From the survey bearings, the south, east and north 
sides of the graveyard lot measured respectively 
roughly 94 feet, 57 feet and 79 feet, creating an irregu-
lar four-sided shape cut into the northwestern edge of 
the 118-acre property.
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The fate of the 118-acre tract and the Phillips gristmill 
in the later 1830s and early 1840s is unclear.  Court 
proceedings eventually resulted in the property being 
acquired at a sheriff’s sale in 1846 by John Holcombe, 
a wealthy Lambertville farmer, who had filed suit 
in Chancery Court against Thomas Pidcock, Sarah 
Phillips and Mary Schanck.  The deed also references 
several mortgage obligations which appear to have 
been at the root of the legal dispute.  While further 
research into court and mortgage records is warranted, 
one suspects that the gristmill was in financial diffi-
culty and may have been only intermittently in opera-
tion.  Throughout this period, from the early 1830s 
up until its final demise sometime between 1860 and 
1875, it is likely that the gristmill was operated by 
tenant millers (Mercer County Deed k:224; kidder 
2012:3).

The fate of the dwelling at the John Phillips house 
site is likewise uncertain.  A structure is depicted on 
the Otley and keily Map of Mercer County in 1849 
(Figure 2.4).  No identifying name is affixed to this 
structure or to the gristmill, but it is presumed that 
both were in the control of “John Holcomb,” who is 
shown as the owner of the Major Henry Phillips house 
immediately to the east.  On the Lake and Beers Map 
of the Vicinity of Philadelphia and Trenton, published 
in 1860 (Figure 2.5), the dwelling on the John Phillips 
House Site is shown, along with the Major Henry 
Phillips house, as being owned by the estate of John 
Holcomb.  The Holcomb property in Pleasant Valley 
was passed down to John Holcomb’s granddaughter 
Caroline, who married Gervais ely in 1863.  By 1875, 
when the everts & Stewart Combination Atlas of 
Mercer County was produced, both the gristmill and 
the dwelling on the John Phillips house site appear to 
have been pulled down.  The Major Henry Phillips 
house was shown as being owned by the “Heirs of J. 
ely” (Figure 2.6) (kidder 2012:3-4).

In 1889, the Pleasant Valley School was relocated to 
a new building erected in the northeast angle of the 
Pleasant Valley Road/Hunter Road intersection imme-
diately adjacent to the Phillips family burial ground.  
It is a reasonable assumption that the establishment 
of the schoolhouse here presupposed the demolition 
of the dwelling on the John Phillips House Site.  The 
schoolhouse was expanded in 1917-18, closed down 
in 1936, and was then converted into a residence by 
the Wooden family in 1938-39.  The schoolhouse 
property then became the focus of the Woodens’ poul-
try farming operation which continued until the late 
1960s.  Members of the Wooden family lived in the 
converted schoolhouse until 2003 at which point the 
property was sold to Mercer County and absorbed into 
the mission of the Howell Living History Farm.  The 
19th-, 20th- and 21st-century history of the school-
house property is related in considerable detail in the 
recently published book, The Pleasant Valley School 
Story:  A Story of Education and Community in Rural 
New Jersey (kidder 2012).

Aerial photographs from the late 1920s onwards 
vividly depict the evolving cultural landscape of 
Pleasant Valley in more recent times.  The earliest 
of these views, dated 1928, shows the schoolhouse, 
but displays no obvious trace of the dwelling on the 
John Phillips house site which, by this time, had been 
abandoned for more than half a century (Figure 2.7).  
Successive later aerial photographs from the 1940-60 
period show the gradual expansion of the Wooden fam-
ily’s poultry operations with the addition of chicken 
houses and barns, culminating in the arrangement of 
buildings surviving on the property today (Nationwide 
environmental Title Research, LLC 2012).
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Figure 2.4.  Otley, J.W. and J. keily.  Map of Mercer County.  1849.  Scale: 1 inch = 1,500 feet (approximately).  
Location of John Phillips House Site is circled.
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Figure 2.6.  everts & Stewart.  Map of Hopewell Township.  Combination Atlas Map of Mercer County, New 
Jersey.  1875.  Scale: 1 inch = 1,900 feet (approximately).  Location of John Phillips House Site is circled.
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Chapter 3

ARCHAEOLOGICAL FIELD INVESTIGATIONS

A.  METHODOLOGY

The principal purpose of the remote sensing and 
archaeological field investigations was to pinpoint 
the site of the John Phillips house and delineate more 
clearly the area of the Phillips family burial ground.  
Secondarily, the fieldwork sought to identify evidence 
of other buried features connected with the house, 
such as barn and outbuilding remains, shaft features 
(wells, cisterns, privies and pits), gardens, paths, 
drains and midden deposits.  While the approximate 
site of the house was known from historic maps (see 
above, Figures 2.2, 2.4 and 2.5) and from analysis 
of archival materials to be generally located along 
the north side of Pleasant Valley Road between the 
Pleasant Valley schoolhouse and the Major Henry 
Phillips house, the exact position of the building was 
uncertain.  There were no obvious surface indications 
of the house in an area that was either under grass, in 
woodland or covered by later buildings and asphalt.

Remote sensing was carried out over a three-day 
period in late March 2013 using ground penetrating 
radar (GPR) equipment.  The full technical report on 
this work is included as Appendix A and the results of 
the survey are summarized below in Section C of this 
chapter.  The GPR survey provided a valuable guide 
for the archaeological testing, offering a preview of 
what might be expected below ground.

Archaeological field investigations involved three 
main actions.  Initially, a thorough inspection was 
made of the entire study area, which extended east-
ward along the north side of Pleasant Valley Road 
from Hunter Road and measured approximately 500 
feet east-west by 250 feet north-south.  Field inspec-
tion entailed examination of existing buildings, visual 

analysis of the landscape, the taking of notes and 
photographs, selective measurement of cultural fea-
tures with hand tapes, and identification of areas 
where recent ground disturbance had occurred.  Field 
inspection was followed by a program of systematic 
shovel testing involving the excavation of a series of 
shovel tests along several transects running parallel 
and perpendicular to Pleasant Valley Road.  Based on 
an analysis of the shovel testing and remote sensing, 
a single excavation unit was opened up in the location 
where it was thought most likely that the house would 
have been situated.

The locations of all shovel tests and the single exca-
vation unit were mapped.  Soils and artifacts encoun-
tered in the shovel tests were recorded on pre-printed 
forms.  Structural remains and cultural stratigraphy 
observed in the excavation unit were documented 
through forms, written notes, scale drawings and digi-
tal photography.  A summary of the subsurface test-
ing is provided in Appendix C.  Soils were screened 
through ¼-inch hardware mesh and artifacts were 
recovered and bagged according to their stratigraphic 
context.  A catalog of artifacts recovered is presented 
in Appendix D.  Upon their completion, the shovel 
tests and the excavation unit were backfilled and 
the ground returned as closely as possible to its pre-
excavation condition.  Some limited clearing of brush 
was carried out to facilitate both the remote sensing 
and the archaeological field investigations.

An additional four shovel tests were excavated on 
June 1, 2013 by a group of Boy Scouts installing a 
flagpole in front of the schoolhouse.  These excava-
tions were overseen by Larry Kidder, a staff member 
at the Howell Living History Farm.  The results of this 
work are incorporated into this report.
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B.  SURFACE FEATURES AND 
LANDSCAPE ANALYSIS

The John Phillips house site and immediately sur-
rounding property, including the Phillips family burial 
ground, the Pleasant Valley schoolhouse and the 
Major Henry Phillips house, occupy a low promon-
tory that overlooks the confluence of Moore’s Creek 
with an unnamed tributary that flows down off the 
north slope of Baldpate Mountain and which formerly 
powered the Phillips gristmill (Figure 3.1).  Pleasant 
Valley Road, historically known as the River Road 
(or the Great Road), runs from east to west, down-
hill, along the spine of the promontory, crossing the 
unnamed tributary just downstream of the mill site, 
close to the confluence.  The historic River Road then 
crossed Moore’s Creek and headed northwest along 
the course of what is today Valley Road.  The portion 
of Pleasant Valley Road that continues southwesterly 
along the left bank of Moore’s Creek from Valley 
Road to the Delaware River historically served as a 
lane giving access to the plantation and ferry at Lower 
Bellmont.  The current area of study is focused on the 
northern portion of the promontory, on the north side 
of Pleasant Valley Road.  The cultural landscape on 
the opposite side of Pleasant Valley Road is discussed 
at greater length in this firm’s earlier report on the 
Phillips gristmill site (Hunter Research, Inc. 2012:3-1 
to 3-12).

The western end of the promontory is today domi-
nated by the Pleasant Valley schoolhouse property, 
owned and maintained by the County of Mercer.  
With the exception of the remaining portion of the 
schoolhouse, now functioning as a residence, all of the 
standing buildings on this property date from the poul-
try farming era, 1938-1968 (Figure 3.2; Photographs 
3.1 and 3.2).  A frame one-room schoolhouse was 
erected here in 1889 and then expanded northward 
into a two-room facility in 1917-18.  The school 
closed in 1936 and two years later was converted into 
a residence by the Wooden family, which became the 

hub of their poultry farming operation.  In the pro-
cess of converting the schoolhouse into a residence, 
the original front section of the school building was 
demolished, leaving the later addition, built in 1917-
18, as the core of the house that still stands there 
today (Photograph 3.3).  The schoolhouse property 
also originally contained a horse shed, flanked by two 
outhouses (one for girls, the other for boys), these 
three structures being positioned in a row behind and 
to the north of the schoolhouse building.  None of 
these structures survives today, although portions of 
the concrete walkways leading to the outhouses are 
still visible and the site of the western outhouse at the 
northwestern corner of the main chicken house has a 
tree growing out of a pile of brick rubble at the north-
ern terminus of the western walkway.

Immediately west of the schoolhouse/residence is 
the Phillips family burial ground (Photograph 3.4).  
Seventeen probable gravestones are present protrud-
ing upward from the uneven grassy area that extends 
west from the schoolhouse/residence to Hunter Road.  
The stones are irregularly distributed over an area 
measuring roughly 60 feet square.  All the stones are 
rough hewn and heavily eroded, and there are no leg-
ible inscriptions.  A large pine tree is situated close to 
a line of gravestones that appears to mark the eastern 
edge of the burial ground.  Brush, saplings and one 
substantial tree trunk lie close to what is thought to be 
the southern edge of the burial ground.

To the rear (north) of the schoolhouse/residence is a 
large three-story frame chicken house set on a con-
crete pad (Photograph 3.5).  The western section of 
the chicken house, roughly 60 by 25 feet in plan, was 
erected in 1938-43, making extensive use of lumber 
and other building materials salvaged from the partial 
demolition of the schoolhouse.  The slightly larger 
eastern section, 60 by 30 feet, has a cinder block first 
story topped by two upper frame stories.  This section 
was built in the mid-1950s.  East of the chicken house 
is small two-story frame horse barn, built around 
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Photograph 3.1.  General view of the John Phillips house site and the Pleasant Valley schoolhouse 
property looking northeast from the intersection of Pleasant Valley Road and Hunter Road.  The 
schoolhouse, now converted into a residence, is at left with the main chicken house just visible behind; 
the cow barn and brooder house are in the center of the view.  The approximate location of the John 
Phillips house site is indicated by the arrow (Photographer:  Richard W. Hunter, August 2013) [HRI 
Neg. #13002/D3-015].
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Photograph 3.2.  General view of the John Phillips house site and the Pleasant Valley schoolhouse 
property looking west from the edge of the woodland at the southeast corner of the lawn.  The school-
house, now converted into a residence, is in the center of the view with the original section of the main 
chicken house behind and to the right; the cow barn is at near right.  The approximate location of the 
John Phillips house site is indicated by the arrow (Photographer:  Richard W. Hunter, August 2013) 
[HRI Neg. #13002/D3-002].
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Photograph 3.3.  View of the Pleasant Valley schoolhouse, now converted into a residence, looking 
southwest.  The core of this structure was built as part of the expansion of the schoolhouse in 1917-18; 
the building was adapted into a residence in 1938-39 (Photographer:  Richard W. Hunter, August 2013) 
[HRI Neg. #13002/D3-008].
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Photograph 3.4.  View of the Phillips family burial ground looking east.  The schoolhouse is at right; 
the main chicken coop is in the center beyond the pine tree (Photographer:  James S. Lee, March 2103) 
[HRI Neg. #13002/D1-007].
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Photograph 3.5.  View of the main chicken house to the rear of the schoolhouse/residence looking west 
northwest.  The far end of this structure was built in 1938-43; the larger section in the center of the 
view was added in 1953-56.  The horse barn is at near right (Photographer:  Richard W. Hunter, August 
2013) [HRI Neg. #13002/D3-007].
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Photograph 3.6.  View of the horse barn, erected circa 1950, looking east northeast.  The low one-story 
wing attached to the back of the horse barn was a dog kennel.  At left is the later section of the main 
chicken house, built in 1953-56; at near right is the cow barn and brooder house, built in 1942 (Photog-
rapher:  Richard W. Hunter, August 2013) [HRI Neg. #13002/D3-005].
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Photograph 3.7.  View of the two-story cow barn and one-story brooder house, built in 1942, looking 
northeast (Photographer:  Richard W. Hunter, August 2013) [HRI Neg. #13002/D3-001].
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1950, to which a one-story dog kennel is attached on 
the east (Photograph 3.6).  A dog pen extended south 
from the kennel connecting to the rear of a brooder 
house.  This latter structure, and the two-story cow 
barn attached to its western end, were both erected 
in 1942 (Photograph 3.7).  A farmyard of sorts sepa-
rates the cow barn and brooder house from the line of 
buildings lying to the rear.  In front of the cow barn 
and brooder house, a lawn extends south to the edge 
of Pleasant Valley Road.  In the middle of this lawn, 
a garden plot was recently cultivated, although no 
obvious surface signs remain today.  A capped and 
abandoned well head is located approximately 60 
feet south of the southeast corner of the schoolhouse/
residence.

C.  REMOTE SENSING 

The ground penetrating radar (GPR) survey was car-
ried out under cold but dry weather conditions on 
March 26-28, 2013 (Appendix A).  The survey area 
stretched roughly 400 feet from west to east along the 
northern frontage of Pleasant Valley Road, from the 
Phillips burial family burial ground into the wood-
land that separates the schoolhouse property from the 
Major Henry Phillips house, and extending northward 
from the road between 80 and 160 feet (Figure 3.2; 
Photograph 3.8).

Aside from the Phillips family burial ground which 
was addressed separately and more intensively, ten 
GPR anomalies were identified across the area of 
study, reflecting a range of possible buried features, 
including building remains and shafts.  Two of the 
strongest geophysical signatures (Anomalies 3 and 
5) were associated with probable shaft features.  
Anomaly 5, for example, is almost certainly a well.  In 
terms of potential building locations that might corre-
late with the John Phillips house site, Anomalies 2 and 
9 were judged to be good candidates for archaeologi-
cal investigation.  Anomaly 9 corresponded roughly 

with a rectilinear, lightly vegetated area within the 
woodland at the eastern end of the study area and 
was initially thought to be the strongest candidate.  
Anomaly 2 was more amorphous, but formed “a large 
rectangle southeast of the existing driveway,” also 
producing “additionally discrete anomalies at depth 
creating rectangular pattern.”  The footprint of the 
original schoolhouse of 1889 proved to easily delin-
eated through the GPR survey as Anomalies 1 and 1a.

The GPR survey was intensified in the area of the 
Phillips family burial ground and a tighter transect 
spacing of 0.8 feet (0.25 meters) was adopted in order 
to locate potential unmarked grave locations.  Within 
the burial ground area, between 90 and 100 possible 
grave shafts were recorded, with all the graves ori-
ented roughly east-west and arranged from north to 
south in eight apparent rows (Appendix A, Figure 10).

D.  ARCHAEOLOGICAL TESTING

The main archaeological testing program, conducted 
over a three-day period from May 15-17, 2013, 
involved the excavation of 66 shovel tests arranged 
systematically over the project site (Figure 3.2).  This 
work mostly involved digging tests spaced 20 feet 
apart along transects running parallel and perpendicu-
lar to Pleasant Valley Road.  In most cases, transects 
were placed to cross anomalies identified in the GPR 
survey, although a number of additional tests were 
positioned to obtain coverage of the overall site in 
an effort to more generally characterize the soils and 
to pursue what was initially an elusive goal – the 
pinpointing of the house location.  The stratigraphy 
and cultural materials observed in the shovel tests are 
summarized in Appendix C.  A catalog of artifacts is 
provided in Appendix D

Shovel testing was started in the eastern portion of 
the site in the area of GPR anomalies 7, 8 and 9.  
The surface conditions (a patch of ground largely 
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Photograph 3.8.  View of the Phillips family burial ground looking northwest while the ground pen-
etrating radar investigation was in progress (Photographer:  James S. Lee, March 2103) [HRI Neg. 
#13002/D1-011].
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devoid of trees within a zone of woodland) and the 
GPR signature suggested that this might be a house 
location.  However, testing in this area (Shovel Tests 
1-13) produced a straightforward soil profile of clay 
and clayey loam over shale bedrock and no artifacts 
reflecting domestic occupation.  Testing along a north-
south transect extending further into the woods, away 
from Pleasant Valley Road (Shovel Tests 18-25), pro-
duced similar results.  Clearly, the focus of domestic 
occupation at the house site shown on historic maps 
did not occur this far east along Pleasant Valley Road.  
Anomalies 7, 8 and 9 are all thought to have been 
related to differences in drainage and soil character-
istics.

As the testing progressed westward into the front yard 
in the area between the brooder house/cow barn and 
the road (Shovel Tests 14-17, 26-28), historic artifacts 
began to appear in some of the tests, notably a sherd 
each of white salt-glazed stoneware and creamware in 
Shovel Test 17, but the quantities were small and the 
cultural stratigraphy did not extend to a depth greater 
than two feet.  Continued testing in and around the 
poultry farm barns and outbuildings (Shovel Tests 
29-48, 50-53 and 55-58) likewise yielded relatively 
few artifacts and a simple soil sequence of silty and 
clayey loams over bedrock.

Testing was then intensified in the area within 60 feet 
of the road in front of the brooder house/cow barn, 
extending west toward the capped well head that had 
formerly been associated with the schoolhouse and 
Wooden residence (Shovel Tests 59-68) (Plate 3.9).  
This group of tests produced somewhat increased 
quantities of artifacts, including several additional 
sherds of 18th- and early 19th-century ceramic types 
(refined and coarse redware, white salt-glazed stone-
ware, creamware, pearlware, whiteware and ironstone 
china).  In several of these tests (Shovel Tests 59-62 
and 64), the cultural stratigraphy was not fully pen-
etrated and in three tests (Shovel Tests 59, 60 and 
64) a layer of coal ash and cinder was encountered.  

This latter deposit was thought to represent filling of 
a depression of some sort with fuel waste during the 
schoolhouse era.  These finds were the first indica-
tion that a more complex sequence of archaeological 
deposits might be present and associated with an ear-
lier domestic occupation.  Based on these latter results 
a single excavation unit was opened up to allow for a 
more extended examination of the soils (see below, 
Section E).

On June 1, 2013 a Boy Scout troop erected a flag-
pole in front of the schoolhouse residence.  The 
four holes excavated for the flagpole and its bracing 
posts (Shovel Tests 100-103) were dug by the scouts 
under the watchful eye of Howell Farm staff member, 
Larry Kidder.  Soils were screened and artifacts were 
recovered and kept separate by posthole location.  
Additional artifacts (chiefly ceramic sherds and glass 
and metal fragments), similar to those recovered else-
where on the site, were found (Appendix D).

e.  ARChAeologiCAl exCAvAtion

A single excavation unit (Excavation Unit 1), 2.5 feet 
east-west by 5 feet north-south, was opened up at the 
location of Shovel Test 64, extending north toward 
Shovel Test 60 (Figure 3.2; Photograph 3.9).  This unit 
was subsequently expanded at its northern end to the 
east and west to form an excavation that was T-shaped 
in plan (Figure 3.3).  A north-south profile was record-
ed along the eastern wall of the original unit before it 
was expanded, and an east-west profile was recorded 
along the north wall of the unit at the conclusion of the 
excavation (Figures 3.4 and 3.5).

Following removal of a silty loam topsoil [context 
1], a series of ash deposits [2, 6, 8] were encountered 
that became deeper and thicker from west to east.  
These deposits were largely absent from the western 
extension of the unit.  At a depth of roughly two feet 
below the ground surface, the top of a mortared stone 
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Photograph 3.9.  View of the John Phillips house site looking southeast from in front of the school-
house.  The location of Excavation Unit 1 is indicated by arrow (Photographer:  James S. Lee, May 
2103) [HRI Neg. #13002/D2-010].
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wall [5] was found (Photograph 3.10).  Comprised 
of rough-dressed stone and rubble, the wall ran 
north-south almost filling the entire original unit and 
extending both north and south beyond the limit of 
excavation.  The ash fill layers lay on top and dipped 
down to the east of the wall, overlying a thick, mixed 
layer of silty and clayey loam and rubble (Photograph 
3.11).  This latter deposit is interpreted as demolition 
material, while the wall is thought to represent the 
west side of a cellar.  Neither the wall nor the demoli-
tion deposit were fully excavated.

On the west side of the wall, in the western extension 
of the unit, an entirely different sequence of soils was 
observed.  The silty loam topsoil [1] extended to a 
depth of 1.2 feet, its lower part probably in reality 
being a mixed yard deposit that had accumulated over 
many years.  These soils capped a distinct, thin layer 
of silty loam [10] that may be a later 19th/early 20th-
century schoolhouse-era ground surface.  Beneath this 
layer was a silty loam with rubble [4] that extended 
to a depth of at least 3 feet below the present ground 
surface.  This latter deposit contained cultural materi-
als and its full depth was not established.  It appears to 
represent an 18th- and 19th-century occupation depos-
it outside the building to which the cellar belongs 
(or, less likely, could be a subfloor deposit within an 
adjoining wing of the building).

More than 700 artifacts and faunal items were recov-
ered from excavation unit 1.  The assemblage is 
consistent with domestic occupation and includes 
ceramic sherds, clay pipe and brick fragments, pieces 
of window and vessel glass, metal buttons, nails and a 
stove part, slate pencil fragments, and bone and shell 
food waste (Appendix D).  The bulk of the artifacts 
were recovered from the uppermost topsoil layer [1] 
and from the probable occupation deposit [4] in the 
western extension of the unit.  The topsoil produced a 
wide range of artifacts of 18th- through 20th-century 
date.  Of particular interest is a copper u.S. Liberty 
Head cent dating from 1839-57 (Photograph 3.12 

[bottom]).  The deeper occupation deposit yielded a 
heavily worn copper half penny of William III, dating 
from 1695-1701 (Photograph 3.12 [top]), in addition 
to sherds of red-bodied slipware, red earthenware, 
creamware, pearlware, whiteware, pink-bodied stone-
ware and Chinese export porcelain, all of which are 
consistent with occupation from the mid-18th century 
through into the mid-19th-century, the projected lifes-
pan of the house at this location.  Very few artifacts 
were recovered from the fill deposits within the cellar 
hole.  Context 9, the conjectured demolition deposit 
yielded a single sherd of a creamware teacup and a 
heavily corroded piece of iron hardware.

F.  ArchAeologicAl inTerPreTATion

Through a combination of remote sensing and archae-
ological testing this investigation has successfully pin-
pointed a house site that was occupied from the mid-
18th century into the mid-19th century.  In the area 
of GPR Anomalies 2 and 3, shovel testing roughly 
delineated a focus of domestic occupation between the 
schoolhouse/residence, the cow barn/brooder house 
and Pleasant Valley Road, with the greatest concen-
tration of artifacts occurring within 60 feet of the 
northern edge of the road.  The single excavation unit 
placed within this zone was fortunate in exposing 
what appears to be the western edge of a house cellar 
filled with masonry rubble and bordered on the west 
by a substantial occupation deposit containing cultural 
materials of 18th- and early/mid-19th-century date.

At this preliminary investigative stage, it is not pos-
sible to establish the dimensions of the cellar or of 
the house, although further examination of the site 
should certainly permit most if not all of the build-
ing footprint to be delineated, along with evidence of 
the basement and ground floor layout.  The southern 
edge of the building may, however, have fallen victim 
to one or more episodes of road widening.  Based on 
the many examples of 18th-century rural homes in the 
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Photograph 3.10.  View of excavation unit 1 looking north showing the west foundation of the 
cellar at the John Phillips house site.  Note the tip lines of the fill in the cellar hole sloping down 
from left to right above and to the right of the foundation.  Scales in feet and inches (Photographer:  
James S. Lee, May 2103) [HRI Neg. #13002/D2-029].
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Photograph 3.11.  View of excavation unit 1 looking northeast across the west foundation of the cel-
lar at the John Phillips house site.  Note the rubble fill in the cellar hole to the right of the foundation.  
Scales in feet and inches (Photographer:  James S. Lee, May 2103) [HRI Neg. #13002/D2-035].
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Photograph 3.12.  Coins recovered from Excavation Unit 1 at the John 
Phillips house site:  copper half penny, William III, 1695-1701 [top]; 
copper alloy U.S. Liberty Head cent, 1839-57 [bottom] (Photographer:  
Lauren Lembo, August 2013) [HRI Neg. #13002/D4-001, D4-002, D4-
003, D4-004].
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region, one might expect the building to have had two 
principal sections in so-called “cow-and calf” man-
ner:  a main living section atop a cellar and a smaller 
adjoining kitchen wing over a crawlspace.  The house 
was most likely of frame construction on stone foun-
dations (although stone masonry construction is also 
a possibility) and would have contained masonry fire-
places and chimneys.

The house site has yielded several hundred artifacts 
and undoubtedly contains considerably more in the 
way of cultural material.  A wide range of ceramic, 
glass and metal objects has been recovered and an 
expanded assemblage offers the prospect of much 
useful information about the house’s inhabitants and 
their way of life and also about the architectural char-
acter of the building, its mode of construction and its 
demise.  Ceramic types and other diagnostic items, 
such as coins, hardware, glassware and other “small 
finds,” may assist in clarifying the site’s period of 
occupation.

Remote sensing hints strongly of other features around 
the house, especially to the north and east, where bur-
ied anomalies indicative of shaft features were identi-
fied.  A probable well was noted some 75 to 80 feet 
east of the house location, and another similar feature 
(perhaps a well or cistern) was found roughly 30 to 35 
feet to the north.  Remote sensing and shovel testing 
found no definitive evidence of barns or outbuildings, 
although these very likely existed to the rear or side 
of the house.  Further excavation may succeed in pin-
pointing such structures, but their sites may also lie 
beneath the schoolhouse/residence, poultry farm era 
buildings and modern paved surfaces.  Archaeological 
testing of Anomalies 7, 8 and 9 has shown that no 
archaeological remains associated with the house site 
are likely to be found in the wooded area east of the 
ditch that heads north from Pleasant Valley Road to 
the eastern end of the cow barn/brooder house.

The Phillips family burial ground, based on the remote 
sensing results, contains considerably more inter-
ments than the 17 that retain their grave markers today 
(perhaps five or six times this number).  The original 
burying area appears to have extended further to the 
north, and also to the west, of the area where the vis-
ible stones remain today.
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Chapter 4

ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVALUATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A.  SUMMARY AND SYNTHESIS

The remote sensing and archaeological testing at the 
John Phillips house site have pinpointed the location 
of a house occupied from the mid-18th through the 
mid-19th centuries, delineated a zone of archaeologi-
cal sensitivity which likely contains the locations of 
associated barns, outbuildings, wells, privies, etc., and 
better characterized the Phillips family burial ground 
(Figure 4.1).  This work has added considerably to 
our knowledge of the history and archaeology of the 
Pleasant Valley schoolhouse property, one of the main 
interpretive nodes of the Howell Living History Farm, 
and provides a valuable basis for future research and 
public programming.  Along with the Phillips gristmill 
site on the opposite side of Pleasant Valley Road, the 
John Phillips house site is a rare and tangible testa-
ment to the earliest European settlement of Pleasant 
Valley.

The aforementioned house is the structure shown 
on historic maps of 1849 and 1860 (see above, 
Figures 2.4 and 2.5) and probably also on a British 
Revolutionary War era map produced by John Hills 
in 1781 (see above, Figure 2.2).  Based on a careful 
reading of archival and archaeological data, the house 
is thought to be the John Phillips original homestead, 
although some uncertainty still lingers about its origi-
nal date of construction and demolition, and about the 
identity of its occupants over its period of existence.

Archival evidence in the form of deeds, surrogates 
records, tax records and historic maps and archaeo-
logical evidence in the form of 18th- and early 19th-
century domestic artifacts allow this house site to be 
reasonably correlated with the homestead established 
in Pleasant Valley by John Phillips in the late 1730s.  

When considered in a cultural landscape context, in 
particular with reference to the evolving colonial road 
network and the emergence of a mill seat directly 
across the road, this house site appears unquestion-
ably as a strong candidate for the original focus of 
Phillips family settlement in the valley.

The River Road, the principal historic route upstream 
along the Delaware Valley from the falls at Trenton, 
headed west down modern Pleasant Valley Road 
toward a crossing point on Moore’s Creek just west 
of the John Phillips house site, whereupon it headed 
northwest along the course of today’s Valley Road.  
This route dates from at least the early years of the 
18th century, while the road that proceeds southwest 
down the Moore’s Creek valley from the crossing 
point at Valley Road to the Delaware River (today 
known as Pleasant Valley Road) is probably of similar 
vintage, since it gave access to the Coxe family estate 
at Lower Bellmont and a ferry across to Pennsylvania.  
Lower Bellmont was in existence as a focus of settle-
ment and 507-acre farm by at least 1737 when it was 
inherited by Colonel Daniel Coxe from his father, 
Dr. Daniel Coxe.  The date when the gristmill was 
established by the Phillips family on a tributary of 
Moore’s Creek just east of the crossing point of the 
River Road over Moore’s Creek proper is not known, 
but this important grain processing facility may have 
been set up in the late 1730s or 1740s.  The key point 
here is that the road intersection and mill seat served 
as a transportation and economic node in the colonial 
landscape and one would fully expect this to be a 
location where an early house would be situated.

Our working hypothesis is therefore that the house 
identified in these studies was erected by John 
Phillips, probably in the late 1730s, and served as his 
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primary residence as he raised his rapidly growing 
family in the pre-Revolutionary period.  At various 
points in the 1760s and 1770s, it is thought that sev-
eral of his sons and daughters established themselves 
in their own homes in the immediately surrounding 
area, in some cases perhaps on his land, as the tax 
ratable assessments of the late 1770s and 1780s docu-
ment a number of Phillipses in Hopewell Township.  
In the late 18th century (the exact date is the source of 
debate), a new and larger house was built roughly 500 
feet to the east of the John Phillips house site.  This 
house still stands today and is referred to as the Major 
Henry Phillips house (Henry being one of John’s 
sons).  Whether or not this house was built or lived in 
by John Phillips prior to his death in 1789 is unclear, 
but soon after it was certainly occupied by his son, 
Henry, and then, following the latter’s death in 1805, 
by Henry’s son, William.

The earlier Phillips house was likely occupied by one 
or more of John Phillips’ children, perhaps before 
and certainly following John’s death.  It is thought 
that John H. Phillips, his grandson and son of Henry 
Phillips, may have been living there in 1805 at the 
time of his own father’s death, and he was more 
certainly resident there for several years after 1809, 
based on a deed of that year when his brothers ceded 
him control of the mill property and the land where 
the original Phillips house was situated.  The linking 
of the early house with the gristmill in this manner is 
logical:  the two buildings were located directly across 
the road from one another and it seems reasonable to 
regard the dwelling as a miller’s house for much of its 
history.  In the late 1820s or early 1830s, it is surmised 
from later deeds that John H. Phillips relocated to the 
Major Henry Phillips house, following the death of his 
older brother William.  From this point onward, it is 
unclear who was occupying the earlier Phillips house.  
Other Phillips family members, or a miller’s or farm 
laborer’s family, may have been resident there in a 
tenant capacity.

The demise of the John Phillips House roughly coin-
cides with the demise of the gristmill, which hints 
strongly that the former was serving primarily as 
a miller’s house.  Both buildings are shown on the 
Lake and Beers map of 1860; neither is shown on the 
everts & Stewart map of 1875.  The assumption is 
that both house and mill were pulled down between 
1860 and 1875.  Archaeological evidence suggests 
that both building locations survived as recognizable 
depressions for many years as excavations in 2012-13 
encountered late 19th/early 20th-century fuel waste in 
the house cellar hole and refuse of similar age on the 
mill site.

With regard to other features at the John Phillips 
house site, remote sensing identified two anomalies 
consistent with buried shaft features, one of which 
is almost certainly a well, the other perhaps a cistern 
or well.  At least one other anomaly may prove to be 
connected with a barn or outbuilding, and the foot-
print of the original schoolhouse of 1889 was clearly 
visible in the GPR survey, extending south from the 
present-day residence.  Archaeological testing has so 
far found no evidence of barns, outbuildings or shaft 
features, although the two suspected shaft features 
were not “ground-truthed” through excavation.  The 
sites of some of the early barns and outbuildings may 
lie beneath the mid-20th-century poultry farm-era 
structures.

The Phillips family burial ground is an exceptionally 
important feature of the site.  In the archival record, a 
deed of 1833 indicates that the south, east and north 
sides of the graveyard were respectively roughly 94, 
57 and 79 feet.  The western side was likely also 
around 60 feet.  From the presently visible grave 
markers and the results of the GPR survey, it would 
appear that the south and east sides of the graveyard 
are still fairly well defined today, although the south 
side measures barely 60 as opposed to 94 feet and 
the east side measures closer to 65 than 57 feet.  It 
would seem that the burial ground originally extended 
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further to the west, but has been truncated by Hunter 
Road, which was laid out around 1860 (Hunter and 
Porter 1990:188).  Archival sources indicate that the 
burial ground was in use by at least 1779-80 when it 
was reported that John Phillips’ wife, Annatje, and 
one of their sons, Lott, were interred there.  The GPR 
survey identified no less than 94 potential burials, a 
considerable number, but probably within the realm of 
possibility for three or four generations of the prolific 
Phillips family in Pleasant Valley.

b.  FuTure reseArch

The chances of additional archival research shedding 
more light on the physical arrangement and develop-
ment of the John Phillips house site are relatively 
remote.  Standard sources of historical information, 
such as maps, deeds, surrogates records, and tax and 
census records, have all been exhaustively studied.  
No collections of Phillips family papers have been 
identified that might yield data on the house.  

There are opportunities, however, for further archival 
research that might help clarify who was living in the 
house and when.  These would involve researching 
the John Phillips property more thoroughly within the 
broader context of the surrounding farm properties.  
By analyzing deeds, mortgages, tax ratable assess-
ments and surrogates records, and using deed mapping 
software and aerial photographs, it should be possible 
to assign many Phillips family members to surround-
ing properties and isolate better those who may have 
been living at the John Phillips house site.  A geo-
graphically based analysis of this sort would also be of 
immense value to the Howell Living History Farm in 
a wider sense as it would help clarify the evolution of 
the Pleasant Valley farmscape, revealing, for example, 
the historicity of field boundaries and changing pat-
terns of farm ownership and settlement.

In a similar vein, more detailed research could also 
be focused on other known Phillips family houses.  
Again, by establishing which members of the family 
were living in particular houses at particular times, it 
may be possible to narrow down the potential occu-
pants of the John Phillips house site.  Specifically, 
it would help to fix the date of construction and 
understand more clearly the occupancy of the Major 
Henry Phillips house as the history of this property is 
so closely intertwined with that of the John Phillips 
house.  Consideration could be given to obtaining 
tree ring dates from primary timber framing members 
in this house, e.g., from joists, sills or studs that are 
original to the building’s construction.  establishing 
whether this house was in existence at the time John 
Phillips wrote his will in 1780, and/or when he died in 
1789, would greatly assist in our understanding of the 
history of the John Phillips house.

Another area of intensified archival study concerns 
the census records.  It is not known who was living 
in the John Phillips house in the mid-19th century.  
Often, for lightly settled rural areas like Pleasant 
Valley, by matching historic map data with the peram-
bulations of the census takers it is possible to establish 
which households were living in particular houses.  It 
is suggested that this be attempted for the area around 
the Pleasant Valley schoolhouse using the Otley and 
keily map of 1849, the Lake and Beers map of 1860, 
the population and agricultural schedules for the fed-
eral censuses of 1850, 1860 and 1870, and perhaps 
also the New Jersey state censuses of 1855 and 1865.

The Phillips family burial ground, now thought to 
contain close to 100 graves, also merits further 
research.  The identity of almost all of those Phillips 
family members interred there is presently unknown.  
undertaking a systematic analysis of genealogical 
records, many of them accessible on-line through 
www.ancestry.com, with particular attention being 
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given to death certificates and funerary records, may 
succeed in bringing to the surface the names of many 
of those resident in the burial ground.

ultimately, archaeological inquiry offers the best 
hope for shedding the most light on the John Phillips 
house site and on the 18th- and early 19th-century 
living habits of John Phillips and his family.  The 
limited archaeological work conducted to date barely 
scratches the surface of the house site.  expanded 
archaeological investigation has the potential to yield 
considerable information about the house itself – its 
dimensions, layout, mode of construction – and also 
about its approximate date of construction and period 
of occupation.  Artifacts will reflect the social and 
economic status of the house’s inhabitants, and to 
some degree their cultural background, ethnicity and 
gender, while food remains may provide information 
on diet and eating habits.  Beyond the house itself, 
other features undoubtedly survive below ground, 
notably shaft features such as wells, privies, cistern 
and pits, as well as traces of barns and outbuildings 
and midden deposits.

c.  siTe TreATmenT oPTions

The John Phillips house site has an important role to 
play in achieving the mission of the Howell Living 
History Farm to preserve, recreate and interpret the 
historic landscape, structures, rural life and farm-
ing practices of Pleasant Valley.  Although historic 
interpretive activities at the Howell Farm itself are 
focused on the 1890-1910 period (several decades 
after the John Phillips house had been pulled down), 
the house site is nevertheless an integral part of the 
agricultural landscape and evolving agrarian history 
of Pleasant Valley. It is a valuable historic and educa-
tional resource that provides an important link in our 
understanding of the rural economy of central New 
Jersey in the 18th and 19th centuries.

Future treatment of the John Phillips house site must 
responsibly balance the need for preservation and 
resource protection with the programming and inter-
pretive goals of the Howell Living History Farm.  At 
one end of the spectrum, there is the Phillips family 
burial ground, now understood to contain many more 
burials than was originally thought, which should 
remain undisturbed and protected, and yet merits 
interpretation.  At the other extreme, the house site, 
at present entirely invisible, offers some interesting 
opportunities for further archaeological investigation 
and related public and educational programming.

The house site is a relatively common archaeological 
resource type.  Many 18th- and early 19th-century 
farmhouses are still standing in the region, some of 
them much altered and still lived in, others with much 
original fabric or faithfully restored and on display.  
The sites of demolished farmhouses of this period 
abound in the countryside, although increasing num-
bers have been destroyed in recent decades as a result 
of modern development.  While a case may certainly 
be made for preserving the John Phillips house site 
in place, not subjecting it to further archaeological 
investigation and interpreting it in some non-invasive 
manner using the information currently at hand, in our 
professional opinion the potential programming and 
educational benefits of developing the site as the focus 
of a carefully designed program of public archaeology 
outweigh the passive approach of leaving the resource 
untouched for future generations.  This is the type of 
site that has historical significance, but not necessar-
ily at the level at which maximal preservation should 
take precedence over educational potential realized 
through the destructive process of archaeological 
study.  At the same time, while the site can lend itself 
well to a public archaeology program, by no means 
all the site has to be excavated and areas surrounding 
the house, which have some archaeological sensitiv-
ity, will require protection and careful stewardship to 
prevent their deterioration.
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Several approaches to the treatment of the John Philips 
house site and the Phillips family burial ground are 
offered below, beginning with some remarks concern-
ing the stewardship of these archaeological resources 
within the broader context of the schoolhouse prop-
erty and its current programming:

1.  General Treatment of Archaeological Resources 

At present the Pleasant Valley schoolhouse prop-
erty is moderately active as part of the Howell Living 
History Farm mission.  Although not as intensively 
used or visited as the Visitor Center and the Fish Barn 
or the Howell Farm farmhouse, the schoolhouse has a 
caretaker/resident and is periodically used for presen-
tations and public programs.  The barns and outbuild-
ings are used for storage of equipment and supplies 
and play an important role in the maple syrup harvest.  
The fact that sensitive archaeological resources under-
lie much of the property needs to be factored into 
future use and development of the property on all lev-
els, whether it is a matter of incorporating an archaeo-
logical component into programming, interpreting 
archaeological remains for the benefit of the public, 
or protecting buried archaeological resources from 
new construction or changes in land use.  Potentially 
ground disturbing actions on the property need to be 
routinely evaluated and, where appropriate, avoided 
or monitored.

With the discovery of intact, significant buried 
remains on the schoolhouse property in addition to 
those at the Phillips gristmill site across Pleasant 
Valley Road, archaeology is not only an unavoidable 
reality from the standpoint of land use planning and 
everyday operations in this section of the valley, but 
also deserves integration into historic interpretive 
programs.  It is recommended that the managers and 
trustees of the Howell Living History Farm deliberate 
carefully on the future of archaeological resources 
both on the schoolhouse property and at the gristmill 
site, perhaps through a facilitator-led design work-

shop, making use of the historical, archaeological and 
topographic data that have been assembled through 
the recent archaeological studies.  A workshop could 
help to focus attention on the future of archaeological 
resources in the valley in a constructive and realistic 
way, highlighting issues such as the relationship of 
the John Phillips house site and the Phillips gristmill 
site to other historic resources in Pleasant Valley; the 
educational value and relevance of these sites within 
the overall Howell Farm mission and interpretive 
programming; the feasibility of setting up a public 
archaeology program; the types of research questions 
further archaeological study might answer; and the 
types of resources that are available for preserving 
and interpreting archaeological remains for the future.

2.  Public Archaeology Program at the John Phillips 
House Site

The John Phillips house site, as a relatively straight-
forward single-component domestic archaeological 
resource with what appears to be a clear cut below-
ground expression, is well suited to serve as a training 
ground for schoolchildren and adults intent on learn-
ing the technical and interpretational skills of histori-
cal archaeology.  The site is characterized by simple 
cultural stratigraphy, contains structural remains and 
is capable of yielding substantial quantities of domes-
tic artifacts, food waste and building materials.  It 
is recommended that consideration be given to the 
development of a public archaeology program at the 
site aimed at offering archaeological training to area 
schoolchildren, other educationally based groups such 
as Boy Scouts, and local community groups with a 
history or preservation-based mission.

Instruction will be feasible in the basic techniques of 
excavation, soil and feature recognition, field survey-
ing and mapping, stratigraphic recording and interpre-
tation, and field documentation through measurement, 
scale drawing, field photography and note-taking.  
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The nearby schoolhouse, barns and outbuildings pro-
vide a suitable setting for instruction in the basic pro-
cessing of artifacts recovered through archaeological 
excavation, addressing such steps as artifact storage, 
basic conservation, washing, marking and cataloging.  
The final stage in the archaeological excavation pro-
cess – the reporting and interpreting of the work that 
has been undertaken – could also be carried out at the 
Howell Farm facilities.  Owing to the property being 
listed in the New Jersey Register of Historic Places 
and under public ownership, all archaeological work 
will need to follow the guidelines of the New Jersey 
Historic Preservation Office and be compliant with 
the New Jersey State Register Act.

With small groups of six to 12 students working under 
the supervision of two to four professional archaeolo-
gists, the John Phillips house site could be explored in 
a series of two to four-week campaigns spread over a 
number of years, with each campaign being designed 
to address research questions raised by the preced-
ing block of work.  Questions worth pursuing about 
the site raised by the investigations of 2013 include:  
establishing the full dimensions and layout of the cel-
lar and house; investigating builders’ trenches in an 
effort to clarify the building’s date of construction; 
sampling demolition deposits to understand better the 
demise of the house; recovering artifacts sufficient to 
permit material culture analysis of the socio-economic 
status and other attributes of the house’s occupants; 
and investigating anomalies identified through remote 
sensing and shovel testing in the area surrounding the 
house.  

3.  Protection of the John Phillips House Site

It is difficult to foresee the final outcome of a program 
of public archaeological study at the John Phillips 
house site.  On the one hand it is possible that the 
remains could turn out to be fragile or fragmentary 
and unsuitable for full exposure through excavation.  

under these conditions the site would be best back-
filled.  Consideration could be given to marking the 
footprint of the house on the present-day ground sur-
face and installing explanatory signage.  On the other 
hand, the remains may turn out to be sufficiently well 
preserved that they merit stabilization and display.  
under this scenario, the expertise of structural engi-
neers, preservation architects and landscape archi-
tects would need to be sought to devise appropriate 
methods of securing and protecting the archaeologi-
cal resources.  The ultimate treatment of the house 
site will thus depend on what is found during future 
excavation work.  Whatever the final outcome may 
be, there will be substantial portions of the house 
site and its immediate surroundings that will remain 
unexcavated and archaeologically sensitive.  These 
areas will need to be clearly delineated on maps of the 
schoolhouse property to allow for their future protec-
tion from ground disturbance.

4.  Protection of the Phillips Family Burial Ground

The attached report on the ground penetrating radar 
survey (Appendix A) “recommends that the area 
of potential graves be preserved and demarcated 
and future ground disturbing activities in the area 
be avoided.”  Preservation should involve con-
tinued maintenance of the existing grass ground 
cover through mowing.  No planting or cultivation 
should be permitted in the area of the burial ground.  
Consideration could be given to erecting a low perim-
eter fence around the southern and eastern edges (and 
a small part of the northern edge) of the burial ground 
as a means of demarcation, although it is unknown if 
the graveyard was originally enclosed.  If a fence is 
judged to be desirable, a simple, unobtrusive, low (no 
higher than 18 inches), post and single rail, wrought 
iron fence would be an appropriate style of construc-
tion, accompanied by a single historic interpretive 
sign located at the burial ground’s southeast corner. 
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The truncated western edge of the burial ground is 
somewhat problematic in that it may be gradually 
eroding through natural processes, which could result 
in burials being exposed.  It is recommended that this 
edge of the burial ground be inspected periodically 
and monitored for possible erosion and exposure of 
human remains.  Careful planting and maintenance 
of a low ground cover, such as vinca, could be con-
sidered along the slope of the burial ground’s western 
edge.  In the event that human burials are encountered 
eroding out of the western edge of the burial ground, 
advice should be sought from Phillips family descen-
dants and the New Jersey Historic Preservation Office 
concerning the appropriateness of excavation and re-
interment.

5.  Historic Interpretive Media

The Pleasant Valley schoolhouse property has three 
successive layers of history reflected in its buildings 
and archaeological remains:  the Phillips family occu-
pation, as seen in the John Phillips house site, circa 
1737-1870, and the family burial ground, circa 1779-
1870; the Pleasant Valley schoolhouse, 1889-1936; 
and the Wooden family poultry farm, 1938-68.  At 
the present time, there is negligible on-site interpre-
tation of the property’s history.  The buildings and 
burial ground are largely left to speak for themselves.  
Visitors must glean historical information from public 
programming events held on the property or from 
books and written materials on the Howell Farm web 
site.  It is recommended that, at a minimum, a series of 
four historic interpretive signs be developed to com-
municate this history to the visiting public (one each 
for the house site, the burial ground, the schoolhouse 
and the poultry farm).  Signage for the property should 
be integrated with any signage system developed for 
the Phillips gristmill site across the road and should 
also take into account any historic interpretive treat-
ments being considered for the nearby Major Henry 
Phillips house.  Consideration could also be given to 

designing and printing a brochure in coordination with 
the historic interpretive signage, as this could draw on 
the same illustrative and written materials.
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GROUND-PENETRATING RADAR INVESTIGATION 
JOHN PHILLIPS HOUSE SITE, HOWELL LIVING HISTORY FARM 
HOPEWELL TOWNSHIP, MERCER COUNTY, NEW JERSEY 

ABSTRACT 
 

JMA (John Milner Associates, Inc.) conducted ground-penetrating radar investigations at the John 
Phillips House Site within the Howell Living History Farm in Hopewell Township, Mercer County, New 
Jersey on March 26 to 28, 2013. Ground-penetrating radar data revealed 10 anomalies that are potentially 
related to the historic use of the property while 94 anomalies are potential graves in the northwestern 
corner of the GPR survey area. JMA recommends archeological ground-truthing of anomalies potentially 
related to the historical use of the property to fully characterize and interpret their origins. JMA also 
recommends that the area of potential graves be preserved and demarcated and future ground disturbing 
activities in the area be avoided. 
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1.0  INTRODUCTION 
 
JMA (John Milner Associates, Inc.) was retained by Hunter Research, Inc. to conduct geophysical 
investigations at the John Phillips House Site on the Howell Living History Farm Property in Hopewell 
Township, Mercer County, New Jersey (Figure 1). A facility of the Mercer County Park Commission, the 
site is located immediately northeast of the intersection of Pleasant Valley Road and Hunter Road (Figure 
2). Architectural and landscape elements on the property include the former school house addition, a 
driveway and parking area, two chicken houses, a cemetery, concrete walkways, and numerous trees of 
varying sizes. 
 
Hunter Research retained JMA to conduct a ground-penetrating radar (GPR) survey to locate and identify 
potentially significant archeological resources within the project area. Based on information provided by 
Hunter Research, Inc., potential features to be identified include an 18th century house/foundation, a burial 
ground, and out buildings. 
 
Between March 26-28, 2013 JMA conducted ground-penetrating radar (GPR) survey of a section of the 
grounds of the John Phillips House Site totaling approximately one acre. The areas of investigation were 
based on a map provided by Hunter Research, Inc. prior to project commencement and included the 
majority of the open areas bounded by Pleasant Valley Road to the south, Hunter Road to the west, two 
chicken houses to the north, and extended into the wooded area to the east (Figure 3). Geophysical grids 
were surveyed to maximize coverage of proposed survey areas while maintaining a rectangular, gridded 
layout, which in turn facilitates three-dimensional time slicing and insures accurate position data for 
subsequent archeological investigations. 
 
The following technical report includes limited historical background data for the Howell Living History 
Farm, details the methods and results of the geophysical fieldwork, and offers conclusions based on 
interpretation of field results. 
 

2.0  BACKGROUND 

Based on information provided by the Howell Living History Farm website 
(http://www.howellfarm.org/), the current property was first farmed in the 1730s. Since that time, just 
about every type of farming standard has been used on the property. Based on the history of the farm, the 
farm has changed focus from a grain producing farm to a dairy farm and over the years various crops 
have been grown, animals raised, products produced, etc. and the farm has gone through periods of family 
ownership and occupation and absentee owner/tenant farmer occupation. Today the farm exists in its rural 
setting as both an example of farming as it was practiced in New Jersey in the period 1890-1910 and as a 
landscape where one can find the remnants of over 250 years of farming practice and life. 

Based on research conducted for the archeological excavations related to the Phillips grist mill on the 
south side of Pleasant Valley Road, the homestead of John Phillips is believed to have been located on the 
north side of Pleasant Valley Road roughly mid-way between the Pleasant Valley Schoolhouse, located 
within the survey area, and the Major Henry Phillips House which is no longer standing (Lee and Hunter 
2012). Based on the historical overview by Lee and Hunter (2012) the property came into possession of 
John Phillips in 1737 when Joseph Phillips sold him the parcel. This property then contains the core of the 
present-day Howell Living History Farm and probably included the project area based on the historical 
connection to the grist mill. Thus, the description of the location of the John Phillips homestead within the 
report would place the homestead likely within the current geophysical survey area. 
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2.1  LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL OVERVIEW 
 
The John Phillips House Site survey area is located within the Piedmont Physiographic Province of New 
Jersey. Extending from the Hudson River to Alabama, the Piedmont Province of the eastern United States 
is 16 kilometers (10 miles) at its narrowest. The province as a whole may be viewed as the non-
mountainous portion of the older Appalachian Mountains whose flat plateau surface is the product of 
erosion and degradation. The bedrock underlying the project area is the Passaic Formation of the Triassic 
and Jurassic Period of geologic history. The Passaic Formation is primarily siltstone and shale (NJDEP 
and NJGS 
2007). The bedrock found in the project area is the result of the opening of the ancestral Atlantic Ocean 
during the break-up of Pangaea approximately 135 million years before present.  
 
The surface geology of the project area is comprised of Holocene Alluvium (Qa) and Alluvium Fan (Qaf) 
deposits and Pleistocene aged weathered bedrock consisting of silty sand to silty clay (Qws) (NJDEP and 
NJGS  2006) (Figure 4). The soils map identifies the project area as primarily Bowmansville silt loam 
(BoyAt) on 0 to 2 percent slopes, Rowland silt loam (RorAt)  on 0 to 2 percent slopes, and Penn channery 
silt loam (PeoC) on 6 to 12 percent slopes (NJDEP and NRCS 2013) (Figure 5).  
 
2.2  GROUND-PENETRATING RADAR OVERVIEW 
 
Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) is an active, non-invasive geophysical method that records contrasts in 
the dielectric properties of subsurface materials (Clark 1990; Conyers 2004; Conyers 2006; Daniels 2004; 
Bristow and Jol (eds) 2003; Heimmer and De Vore 1995). A pulse of transmitted electromagnetic energy 
emitted from the GPR antenna is reflected or absorbed by such contrasts and the resulting reflections are 
recorded to produce a vertical profile. The majority of reflections are generated at interfaces between 
materials of differing relative dielectric permittivity, i.e. at the boundary between different stratigraphic 
layers, where changes in velocity occur. Higher amplitudes are generated at major dielectric contrasts and 
indicate a significant change in subsurface materials. 
 
The GPR dataset comprises two-dimensional profiles consisting of individual traces, resulting from a 
single pulse of energy and the resulting reflections at a given location. These pulses of energy are stitched 
together to produce an image of dielectric contrasts that represent vertical and horizontal stratigraphy. In 
this sense GPR is not providing a true stratigraphic profile, rather it is generating a representation of local 
dielectric contrasts which provides a proxy for subsurface stratigraphic changes. 
 
GPR is an established method of non-invasive prospection for historic archeological features, including 
wells, privies, and other shaft features, as well as buried building foundations, trenches, and stratigraphic 
features. GPR is capable of identifying these features due to the dielectric contrasts that often exist 
between feature fill and surrounding sediment, visible truncation of internal stratigraphic layers, or high 
reflection amplitude from intense signal reflection from bricks or stones. 
 
Additionally, utility lines, buried walls, and other large subsurface objects provide an ideal point-source 
to generate a characteristic hyperbolic reflector. These hyperbolic reflections (observed in GPR data as 
upside-down U-shaped anomalies) are “artifacts of the data” in that the “tails” on the hyperbolic reflectors 
are not true representations of subsurface objects. These “tails” appear because the GPR antenna transmits 
a cone of energy into the ground, rather than a thin beam of energy directly below the antenna. 
Hyperbolic reflections can be used to depth-correct the GPR data using advanced software-based 
migration techniques. 
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The depth of penetration for GPR depends on numerous factors, including but not limited to the antenna 
frequency, sediment type, moisture content, compaction, and salt content. Higher frequency antennas are 
capable of resolving smaller targets and interfaces, though depth penetration is sacrificed. Moisture 
content increases sediment density through filling of interstitial pore spaces, while compaction causes a 
similar effect through compressing spaces between particles. The presence of water, salts, and clay 
particles results in an increase in conductivity and thus a reduction in the quality of GPR data (Conyers 
2006:145). Clays, shale, and other high conductivity materials may attenuate or absorb GPR signals 
(Conyers 2004; Conyers 2006). 
 
 

3.0  METHODS 
 
3.1  SITE MAPPING AND GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY LAYOUT METHODS 
 
Geophysical survey grids were laid out across the John Phillips House Site project area with surveyor’s 
tape measures, with the origin of the grid (North 304.8m, East 277.4m or North 1000ft East 910ft) located 
within Hunter Road marked by a nail. Grid north was established at 11 degrees west of magnetic north to 
facilitate grid layout parallel to Pleasant Valley Road and around the existing structures within the project 
area. A yellow, plastic tent stake was used to denote grid nodes. Geophysical grids were surveyed in 
meters, though for this report and to facilitate archeological ground-truthing all coordinate data were 
translated to feet using ArcGIS. After the geophysical survey was completed the tent stakes and nails at 
grid node locations were flagged with blue flagging tape and hammered down to a height nearly level 
with the existing ground surface. These grid nodes, in concert with the maps in this report, should 
facilitate accurate location of archeological excavations within the current local coordinate system. 
 
Geophysical grids and other significant features were mapped with a Topcon GTS 239w total station as a 
map of the modern landscape was considered essential for plotting the relationship of geophysical 
anomalies to existing landscape and architectural features. In addition to mapping geophysical grid nodes, 
JMA collected survey data for the existing structures and landscape elements, trees, bushes, stumps, lights 
and lampposts, topography, fences, and other relevant surface features. Selected datum points used during 
the total station survey were mapped with a sub-meter GPS unit and these points, in concert with high-
resolution modern aerial photographs, were used to translate the total station mapping data into real-
world, UTM coordinates. However, the coordinate data used on the figures for this report are solely 
reported as local coordinates expressed in feet for convenience and displayed with both grid north and 
true north arrows for reference. Elevations of total station mapping points were corrected to feet above 
sea-level through comparison with a USGS 1/9 arc second (3 meter resolution) digital elevation model 
derived from LIDAR contours. 
 
3.2  GEOPHYSICAL METHODS 
 
For the John Phillips House Site project JMA utilized a GSSI SIR-3000 GPR system with a 400 MHz 
central-frequency antenna (Plate 1). This GPR system is registered with the FCC under CFR 47, Part 15. 
The antenna and SIR-3000 data collector were mounted on a Utility Cart and utilized odometer-triggered 
collection of 1 reading every 0.8 inches (every 2 cm). The GPR data were collected within geophysical 
survey grids in a unidirectional collection pattern along the Y axis of lines spaced at 50cm intervals in the 
majority of the survey are and 25cm spacing in the area where graves stones are present. Individual 
survey grids were laid out around the extant structures and trees to maximize coverage of the proposed 
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survey areas. In some locations, where space allowed, the grids were extended beyond the proposed 
survey areas to provide additional context for potential anomalies. The grids were laid out relative to an 
arbitrary “Grid North” that was oriented 11 degrees west of magnetic north. 
 
Post-processing routines for the GPR data were conducted in GSSI’s RADAN software and generally 
included position correction (time zero), background removal, migration, and high and low pass filtering. 
Depth correction for GPR data was calculated by RADAN using software migration based on hyperbolic 
reflectors. The average dielectric constant for the current project area was calculated as 22.3285, and this 
value was used to depth correct all GPR data. 
 
GPR grids were combined into one file using the Super3D function of RADAN and processed 
simultaneously. The data were interpreted in cross-section view (2D) as well as in 3D mode. In 3D mode 
individual cross-section profiles are combined using grid coordinates to produce a three-dimensional cube 
of the entire dataset. The cube can be sliced through at different depth intervals to reveal horizontal 
patterning between subsurface anomalies that may otherwise be missed though analysis solely of cross-
section profiles. Individual time slices were exported from RADAN, georeferenced to the total station 
survey data, and then clipped to remove no-data areas. 
 
 

4.0  RESULTS 
 
4.1  GROUND-PENETRATING RADAR (GPR) RESULTS 
 
JMA surveyed four (4) geophysical grids, containing 305 individual GPR profiles and comprising 
approximately one (1) acre. JMA achieved near-complete coverage of proposed survey areas and filled 
coverage gaps that would otherwise have resulted in reduced interpretive capability (Figure 3). Trees, 
structures, and other obstacles precluded GPR data collection in some areas. JMA used two line spacing 
intervals based on the type of anomalies being sought (Figure 6). In areas where the survey was seeking 
structures and landscape features a line spacing of 0.50m was used and where the survey was seeking the 
location of potential graves, a line spacing of 0.25m was used. 
 
Time slices of the three-dimensional GPR data were exported from RADAN, and imported into ArcGIS 
for spatial comparisons with other datasets. In general, the John Phillips House Site time slices reveal 
areas of relatively low anomaly density and some areas of individual high amplitude anomalies.  
 
4.2  ANOMALY DESCRIPTIONS 
 
JMA identified ten (10) anomalies that exhibited potential for archeological origins (Figure 7 and Figure 
8).  Anomalies are depicted as red polygons on Figure 7 and Figure 8. In some cases numerous anomalies 
were interpreted to be related, thus they were grouped using an integer for the main anomaly, e.g. 
Anomaly 1, and with related anomalies denoted by the format 1a. The following is a detailed list of these 
anomalies that provides descriptions of geophysical characteristics, depth below surface, and 
interpretations based on geophysical and spatial characteristics. A large-format version of Figure 7 is 
located in Appendix II of this report. This large-format map was designed as a field map for archeological 
testing and was printed at a 1:120 scale for convenience (1 inch = 120 inches =10 feet). Appendix I 
contains time slices of the GPR data at three (3) specific depth intervals for reference. 
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4.2.1.  Non-Numbered Anomalies 
 
Three geophysical anomalies were not assigned numbers due to their close fit with historical and modern 
data. The first of these anomalies is seen on the GPR time slice at ground surface (Appendix I) as a 
geometrical, high-amplitude anomaly generated by the modern driveway and concrete pavers that 
comprise the parking area and walking paths.  
 
4.2.2  Numbered Anomalies 
 
Anomaly 01 
Approximate Size: 
30ft E-W, 20ft N-S 
 
Geophysical Characteristics: 
Upper Surface high amplitude, highly contrasting with surrounding soil. Appears to contain numerous 
hyperbolic reflectors. Internal characteristics are masked by many hyperbolic tails from apparently coarse 
fill materials.  
 
Approximate Depth Interval: 
Top – 0.82ft 
Bottom – 4.7ft 
 
Interpretation: 
Likely foundation of razed original school house. 
 
Anomaly 01a – likely extension of original school house 
 
Anomaly 02 
Approximate Size: 
50ft E-W, 20ft S-N 
 
Geophysical Characteristics: 
In 3D slices appears as a large rectangle southeast of existing driveway. Anomaly contains additionally 
discrete anomalies at depth creating rectangular pattern. 
 
Approximate Depth Interval: 
Top – 0.74ft 
Bottom – 1.7ft 
 
Interpretation: 
This could be portions of a small buried structure or a historical offshoot and parking area extending off 
of the modern driveway. 
 
Anomaly 03 
Approximate Size: 
Approximately 4 ft in diameter 
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Geophysical Characteristics: 
Circular anomaly with vertical stacked anomalies. 
Approximate Depth Interval: 
Top – 0.78ft 
Bottom – 5.5ft 
 
Interpretation: 
Could be a shaft feature. 
 
Anomaly 04 
Approximate Size: 
30ft E-W, 40ft N-S 
 
Geophysical Characteristics: 
Low amplitude reflector with little vertical expression. The anomaly is expressed best in the 0ft timeslice 
 
Approximate Depth Interval 
Top – 0ft 
Bottom – 0.5ft 
 
Interpretation: 
Likely garden seen on several aerial photographs. 
 
Anomaly 05 
Approximate Size: 
3ft diameter 
 
Geophysical Characteristics: 
Circular anomaly with vertical stacked anomalies. 
 
Approximate Depth Interval: 
Top – 0.7ft 
Bottom – 6.8ft 
 
Interpretation: 
Could be a shaft feature. 
 
Anomaly 06 
Approximate Size: 
3ft wide by 34ft long 
 
Geophysical Characteristics: 
Shallowly buried stratigraphic high amplitude anomaly on the southeast side of the survey area near the 
edge of the tree line. On profiles appears to contain three distinct hyperbolic signals above a larger 
hyperbolic signal, on time slices appears as a roughly linear anomaly running from the southwest to the 
northeast. 
 
Approximate Depth Interval: 
Top – 0ft 
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Bottom – 3ft 
 
Interpretation: 
This anomaly could be a remnant drainage feature. 
 
Anomaly 07 
Approximate Size: 
15ft E-W, 30ft N-S 
 
Geophysical Characteristics: 
High amplitude horizontal anomalies in a disjoint pattern  
 
Approximate Depth Interval: 
Top – 0ft 
Bottom – 2.5ft 
 
Interpretation: 
A disturbed area potentially related to Anomaly 6 to the north and west. 
 
Anomaly 08 
Approximate Size: 
12ft E-W, 22ft N-S 
 
Geophysical Characteristics: 
A geometric anomaly with shallow high amplitude hyperbolas 
 
Approximate Depth Interval: 
Top – 1ft 
Bottom – 2.25ft 
 
Interpretation: 
Rectangular pattern and size may suggest some type of structure. 
 
Anomaly 09 
Approximate Size: 
64ft± NW-SE, 45ft± SW-NE 
Geophysical Characteristics: 
Nearly perfect square that appears in time slices starting at 0.5ft below surface. 
Approximate Depth Interval: 
Top – 0.5ft 
Bottom – 0.8ft 
 
Interpretation: 
This anomaly is difficult to interpret in profiles due to how thin it is. Its geometrical shape suggests an un-
natural origin. 
 
Anomaly 10 
Approximate Size: 
5ft E-W, 12ft N-S 
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Geophysical Characteristics: 
A triangular shaped anomaly in the N-S- orientation with the greatest depth being to the north with large, 
high amplitude hyperbolic curves within the anomaly. 
 
Approximate Depth Interval: 
Top – 1ft 
Bottom – 1 to 2ft 
 
Interpretation: 
unknown 
 
The remaining anomalies observed in the GPR data are interpreted as existing landscape features, areas of 
disturbance related to utility installations, tree root disturbance, and local stratigraphic and soil 
inconsistencies. The remaining dataset revealed no additional, obvious anomalies consistent with 
archeological features. 
 
4.2.3  Burial Ground 
 
In the northwestern extent of the GPR survey area there are several grave markers in linear patterns 
running nearly north south. The GPR survey here decreased the transect spacing down to 0.8ft (0.25m) in 
order to locate potential unmarked grave locations. After review of 182 vertical sections and time slices, 
94 potential grave locations were identified in the general location of  the existing grave markers (Figure 
9 and Figure 10). These 94 potential graves are oriented nearly east-west and are found in eight (8) 
apparent rows running nearly north-south (Figure 10). The potential graves are identified by either a 
strong high amplitude hyperbola below a stratigraphically broken set of reflectors or simply by the 
stratigraphically broken set of reflectors. It is suggested that those potential graves exhibiting strong high 
amplitude reflectors have intact and potentially coffins or vaults potentially made of brick, concrete, or 
metal. 
 
 

5.0  DISCUSSION 
 
The GPR data collected at the John Phillips House Site were of high quality and maximized the amount 
of coverage possible given the numerous obstructions on the landscape. The GPR dataset provides a 
landscape-scale view of anomaly relationships and allows enhanced interpretation of the historical 
progression of property use in this area of the Howell Living History Farm. The dataset contains two 
potential shaft features.  
 
The interpretations of geophysical anomalies described in this technical report are based on the 
experience of JMA geoarcheologists in many similar archeological settings. However, these 
interpretations are derived from the use of electromagnetic media to remotely characterize subsurface 
archeological and stratigraphic features, thus there is an inherent error margin that cannot be avoided. 
JMA recommends archeological ground-truthing of anomalies to fully interpret their origins.  
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6.0  CONCLUSIONS 
 
At the John Phillips House Site in Hopewell Township, Mercer County, New Jersey, JMA conducted 
ground-penetrating radar investigations of one (1) acre split into four (4) geophysical grids comprising 
305 individual GPR profiles. JMA achieved near-complete GPR coverage of proposed survey areas and 
produced a total station map of the current project area landscape, including trees and structures. JMA 
identified 10 individual anomalies with archeological potential, and produced large-scale maps of these 
anomalies for use as a detailed field map. JMA also identified 94 potential grave locations in the 
northwestern extent of the survey area associated with several grave markers. JMA recommends 
archeological ground-truthing of anomalies with archeological potential to fully characterize and interpret 
their origins. JMA also recommends that the area of potential graves be preserved and demarcated and 
future ground disturbing activities in the area be avoided. 
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Figures 



Figure 1.  John Phillips House Site project area on USGS topographic map 7.5’ USGS Lambertville, PA.-N.J. 
 quadrangle (photorevised 1973).
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Figure 6.  Transect line spacing within the geophysical survey area.
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Figure 7.  Map of ground-penetrating radar anomalies and mapping data in the 
     John Phillips House Site survey area.



Figure 8.  Aerial map of ground-penetrating radar anomalies and mapping data in the 
     John Phillips House Site survey area.
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Plates 
 



Plate 1.  Ground-Penetrating Radar system used during the GPR survey of the John Phillips 
 House Site.



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix I: 
 

Ground-Penetrating Radar Time Slices 



Appendix 1.  Ground-Penetrating Radar Time Slices.





Appendix b

John PhilliPs’ will oF 1780, Proved in 1789, 
And invenTory oF his esTATe, 1789





[Written in the margin near beginning: “ John Phillips Will Invy  £138. 18.. 8”] 

In the name of God amen, the thirty first day of October in the year of our Lord one Thousand Seven 
Hundred and Eighty, I John Phillips of Hopewell in the County of Hunterdon and State of N. Jersey, 
being sick and weak in Body but of sound mind and memory thanks be given to God, therefore, calling to 
mind the mortality of my Body & knowing that tis appointed for all men once to die do make and ordain 
this my last will and Testament, that is to say principally and first of all I give and Recommend my soul 
into the hands of God that gave it and my Body I commit to the Earth to be Buried in a Christianly and 
decent manner at the discretion of my Executors, And as to such world by Goods wherewith it hath 
pleased God to bless me in this life I give devise and dispose of the same in the following manner and 
form, in the first place I order and direct that all my just debts and funeral charges be paid by my 
Executors hereafter to be named as soon as may be after my decease.  Item I give and Bequeath unto my 
eldest son Peter the sum of Twenty shillings.  Item I Give unto my son John the plantation on which he 
now lives together with all my Right title Interest there unto in anywise appertaining or belonging to him 
his heirs and assigns forever.  Item I Give and Bequeath unto my youngest son Henry the plantation 
which I now dwell together with all my Right title Interest thereunto in anywise appertaining or belonging 
to him his heirs and assigns forever, only Reserving two Square Rod of Ground where my late wife lies 
Buried, willing and requiring him the said Henry to pay such sum of sums of money yearly and every 
year as may enable  my Executors to pay the Legacies hereafter named to my daughters, to each of whom 
I give fifty pounds viz. Letitia, Katy, Fanny, Polly, Rhoda & Sally to be paid in the order in which they 
are here named, that is the eldest first and so on till they are all paid.  Also tis my will that my daughter 
Polly be made equal with her sisters as to the onset they respectively had at the time of their marriage 
beside the fifty pounds above mentioned.  Also it is my will that my said Daughter Polly have the use of 
the two Back Rooms in my dwelling house as Long as she remains in a Single State.  I likewise Give unto 
the said Polly the Remainder of my Moveable Estate but if she dies without issue it is my will that it be 
equally divided Among her sisters.  Furthermore I also hereby constitute make and ordain my eldest son 
Peter above named together with my son in law Theophlius Moore executioners of this my last will and 
Testament who are hereby directed to take notice that the money to be paid in the Legacies above 
mentioned is to be mentioned Estimated as it past here in the year one Thousand Seven Hundred & 
Seventy four.  Lastly I do hereby Revoke and disannul all other former wills or Bequeathed, And do 
hereby Ratify and Confirm this and no other to be my last will and Testament.  In writings whereof I have 
here unto set my hand and seal the day and year above written seal.d published pronounced and declar.d 
by the sd. John Phillips as his last will and Testament in the presence of John Smith, Zebulon Burrows and 
Jno. Guild  

John Phillips [seal affixed] 

  



Inventory of all and singular the Goods, Chattels and Credits of John Phillips Late of Hopewell Deceased, 
taken and appraised by the subscribers on the 20th Day of January 1789- viz. 

Purse……………………………………….….£7. 6s. 3d 
Wearing Apparel………………………...........£5. 3s. 0d 
a Note and Book Debts…………………….£23. 14s. 3d 
Cash in the Hands of Abraham Hunt…..…....£4. 11s. 8d                £40. 15s. 2d 
3 Coverlids, 2 Blankets & 6 Sheets…….........£4. 13s. 0d 
2 Beds &Beding……………………………...£12. 0s. 0d 
2 Table Cloths & 3prs.Pillow Cases……......  ..£1. 1s. 0d 
Linnen not made up & Wool………………….£3. 0s. 0d    £20. 14s. 0d 
1 Chest, 1 Trunk, 1 Square Box & Case...  …£0. 16s. 0d 
2 Meat Barrels with meat in them……………..£7. 0s. 0d 
1 Pot Butter & 1 Pot Hogs Lard……………….£1. 5s. 0d 
Dresser, Pewter & Earthen……………  …….£1. 15s. 0d    £10. 16s. 0d 
3 Tubs, 2 Potts, 1 Churn & Tray……………..£0. 15s. 0d 
3 Potts, Tea Kettle, & Frying Pan……………...£1. 5s. 0d 
3 Tables & DoughToughe…………………....£1. 14s. 0d 
China, Delf& Queens Ware…………………….£1. 0s. 0d      £4. 14s. 0d 
Tongs & Trammel, 1 Large & 6 small Chairs.....£1. 6s. 0d 
large& small Wheel & a Looking Glass………£1. 10s. 0d 
15 Bushels corn & 6 Sheep…………………….£4. 7s. 0d 
5 Cows, 1 two yrs old & 1 yearling…………...£30. 0s. 0d     £37. 13s. 0d 
48 Bushels Buckwheat &1 Bushl.Wheat……..£11. 12s. 0d 
22 Bushl.Rye & 14 Bushl.Buckwheat…………£6. 15s. 6d 
2 Tons & 4 Hundred of Hay…………………….£5. 7s. 0d 
Rye on the Ground- 3 Bushels…………………..£0. 2s. 0d       £24. 6s. 6d 
          £138. 18s. 8d 
  John Smith & Joseph Hogeland, appraisers 
 
  Foregoing is a true copy from the original proved before me the 2nd Day of June 1789- 
        R. Throckmorton Surrgte. 
 
  Peter Phillips & Theophilus Moore, Executors 
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SUMMARY OF SUBSURFACE TESTING

APPENDIX C

No. Context Soil Description [Interpretation] Munsell Cultural MaterialsDepthUnit Type

Shovel Test 10YR4/40 - 2.4 feet 01 1 moist clay --
2.4 - 2.7 feet2 clay with gravel 

----3 impasse with rock/water 

Shovel Test 10YR4/40 - 1.4 feet 02 1 clay --
1.4 - 1.9 feet2 clay with gravel 

GLY 1-8/1 10Y, 7.5YR5/41.9 - 3.7 feet3 clay
----4 impasse with rock 

Shovel Test 10YR4/40 - 1.5 feet 03 1 clay --
1.5 - 1.7 feet2 clay with gravel 

----3 impasse with rock 

Shovel Test 10YR4/40 - 1.1 feet 04 1 clay --
1.1 - 2.1 feet2 clay with gravel 

--2.1 - 2.3 feet3 impasse with rock 

Shovel Test 10YR4/40 - 1.65 feet 05 1 clay --
1.65 - 1.9 feet2 clay with gravel 

Shovel Test 10YR4/40 - 0.8 feet 06 1 clay loam --
7.5YR4/40.8 - 1.5 feet2
7.5YR4/61.5 - 2.6 feet3 sandy clay loam
----4 impasse with rock 

Shovel Test 10YR4/40 - 1.4 feet 07 1 clay loam --
7.5Y4/41.4 - 1.9 feet2 clay loam with gravel 
GLY 1-8/1 10Y, 7.5YR5/41.9 - 2.4 feet3 clay
----4 impasse with rock 

Shovel Test 10YR4/40 - 0.5 feet 08 1 clay loam --
7.5YR4/40.5 - 1.9 feet2
----3 impasse with rock 

Shovel Test --0 - 0.2 feet 09 1 impasse with root --

C-1



SUMMARY OF SUBSURFACE TESTING

APPENDIX C  (Cont.)

No. Context Soil Description [Interpretation] Munsell Cultural MaterialsDepthUnit Type

Shovel Test 10YR4/40 - 1.1 feet 10 1 clay loam --
----2 impasse with root 

Shovel Test 10YR4/40 - 0.4 feet 11 1 clay loam --
7.5YR4/40.4 - 1.6 feet2
----3 impasse with rock 

Shovel Test 10YR4/40 - 0.3 feet 12 1 clay loam --
7.5YR4/40.3 - 1.4 feet2 clay loam with shale 
----3 impasse with bedrock 

Shovel Test 7.5YR3/30 - 0.4 feet 13 1 clay --
7.5YR4/40.4 - 1.1 feet2 clay loam with decayed shale 
--1.1 -  feet3 impasse with bed rock 

Shovel Test 7.5YR3/3 - 0.9 feet 14 1 clay loam Historic Fired Clay - Ceramic
7.5YR4/40.9 - 1.7 feet2 clay loam with decayed shale --
----3  with bed rock 

Shovel Test 7.5YR3/30 - 0.8 feet 15 1 clay loam --
7.5YR4/40.8 - 2 feet2 clay loam with decayed shale 
----3 impasse with bed rock 

Shovel Test 7.5YR3/30 - 0.9 feet 16 1 clay loam Historic Fired Clay - Ceramic
7.5YR4/40.9 - 2 feet2 clay loam with decayed shale --
----3 impasse with bed rock 

Shovel Test 7.5YR3/30 - 0.7 feet 17 1 clay loam Historic Fired Clay - Ceramic
Historic Fired Clay - Non-ceramic
Historic Glass
Historic Metal

10YR4/60.7 - 1.6 feet2 clay loam [ possible B horizon] --
----3 impasse with bed rock 
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No. Context Soil Description [Interpretation] Munsell Cultural MaterialsDepthUnit Type

Shovel Test 7.5YR4/40 - 0.9 feet 18 1 clay loam --
----2 impasse with bedrock 

Shovel Test 10YR2.5/10 - 0.2 feet 19 1 humic loam --
7.5YR4/40.2 - 0.9 feet2 silty clay loam [ possible A horizon]
7.5YR5/40.9 - 1.5 feet3 silty clay loam [ B horizon]
7.5YR5/61.5 - 2.1 feet4 clay loam [ B2 horizon]

Shovel Test 10YR2.5/10 - 0.3 feet 20 1 humic loam --
7.5YR4/40.3 - 0.8 feet2 silty clay loam [ possible plowzone]
7.5YR5/40.8 - 2 feet3 clay loam [ B horizon]

Shovel Test 10YR2.5/10 - 0.1 feet 21 1 humic loam --
7.5YR4/40.1 - 0.7 feet2 clay loam [ A horizon]
7.5YR5/40.7 - 1.3 feet3 clay loam [ B horizon]
----4 impasse with rock 

Shovel Test 7.5YR4/40 - 0.6 feet 22 1 clay loam [ A horizon] --
7.5YR5/40.6 - 1.3 feet2 clay loam [ B horizon]

Shovel Test 7.5YR4/40 - 0.7 feet 23 1 clay loam [ A horizon] --
7.5YR5/40.7 - 1.2 feet2 clay loam with decayed bedrock  [ B horizon]

Shovel Test 7.5YR4/40 - 0.4 feet 24 1 clay loam [ A horizon] --
7.5YR5/40.4 - 1.2 feet2 clay loam [ B horizon]
7.5YR4/41.2 - 1.6 feet3 clay loam with decayed bedrock 

Shovel Test 7.5YR4/40 - 0.5 feet 25 1 clay loam [ A horizon] --
7.5YR5/40.5 - 1.1 feet2 clay loam [ B horizon]
--1.1 - 1.8 feet3 clay loam with decayed bedrock 

Shovel Test 7.5YR3/20 - 0.45 feet 26 1 loam --
7.5YR4/40.45 - 1.3 feet2 clay loam with decaying shale 
----3 impasse with bedrock 
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No. Context Soil Description [Interpretation] Munsell Cultural MaterialsDepthUnit Type

Shovel Test 7.5YR3/20 - 0.6 feet 27 1 loam --
7.5YR4/40.6 - 1.5 feet2 clay loam Historic Fired Clay - Ceramic

Indeterminate Fauna
7.5YR5/41.5 - 2.1 feet3 clay loam with shale --

Shovel Test 7.5YR3/20 - 0.1 feet 28 1 loam --
7.5YR4/40.1 - 0.8 feet2 clay loam with asphalt Indeterminate Fauna
7.5YR5/4--3 impasse with asphalt --

Shovel Test 7.5YR3/20 - 0.2 feet 29 1 loam --
7.5YR4/40.2 - 1.3 feet2 clay loam with asphalt, shale Historic Composite

Historic Fired Clay - Ceramic
----3 impasse with debris --

Shovel Test 7.5YR3/20 - 0.2 feet 30 1 loam [ topsoil] --
----2 impasse with asphalt 

Shovel Test 7/5YR3/40 - 0.2 feet 31 1 loam --
7.5YR3/30.2 - 1.6 feet2 clay loam Historic Fired Clay - Ceramic

Historic Metal
7.5YR3/41.6 - 2.1 feet3 --

Shovel Test 7.5YR3/20 - 0.3 feet 32 1 clay loam --
7.5YR3/30.3 - 0.9 feet2 clay loam with charcoal Historic Fired Clay - Ceramic

Historic Fired Clay - Non-ceramic
Indeterminate Fauna

7.5YR4/40.9 - 1.4 feet3 clay loam with decayed bedrock --
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No. Context Soil Description [Interpretation] Munsell Cultural MaterialsDepthUnit Type

Shovel Test 7.5YR3/20 - 0.6 feet 33 1 loam --
7.5YR3/30.6 - 1.8 feet2 clay loam Historic Fired Clay - Ceramic

Indeterminate Fauna
Prehistoric Stone

7.5YR4/41.8 - 2 feet3 clay loam with decayed bedrock --
----4 impasse with bedrock 

Shovel Test 7.5YR3/20 - 0.4 feet 34 1 humic clay loam --
7.5YR3/30.4 - 1.6 feet2 clay loam with decayed bedrock 
----3 impasse with bedrock 

Shovel Test 7.5YR3/20 - 0.2 feet 35 1 loam --
----2 impasse with asphalt 

Shovel Test 7.5YRYR3.20 - 0.6 feet 36 1 loam --
7.5YR3/30.6 - 1.9 feet2 clay loam with decayed shale 

Shovel Test 7.5YR3/30 - 0.3 feet 37 1 silty loam --
7.5YR4/30.3 - 1.3 feet2 Historic Fired Clay - Ceramic
7.5YR5/41.3 - 2.4 feet3 clay loam --

Shovel Test 7.5YR3/30 - 0.35 feet 38 1 silty clay loam --
7.5YR3/40.35 - 1.2 feet2 Historic Fired Clay - Ceramic
7.5YR4/41.2 - 1.9 feet3 clay loam with gravels --
----4 impasse with rock 

Shovel Test 7.5YR3/30 - 0.5 feet 39 1 clay loam --
7.5YR4/40.5 - 1.65 feet2 clay loam with decayed shale 
----3 impasse with shale 

Shovel Test 7.5YR3/30 - 1.3 feet 40 1 silty loam --
7.5YR4/31.3 - 2.3 feet2 sand loam
----3 impasse with shale 
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No. Context Soil Description [Interpretation] Munsell Cultural MaterialsDepthUnit Type

Shovel Test 7.5YR3/30 - 0.3 feet 41 1 silty clay loam --
7.5YR3/40.3 - 1.2 feet2 silty clay loam with gravel, coal cinders 
7.5YR4/31.2 - 2.1 feet3 silty clay loam with decayed bedrock 

Shovel Test 7.5YR3/30 - 0.4 feet 42 1 silty clay loam --
7.5YR3/40.4 - 1 feet2 silty clay loam with gravels Historic Metal
7.5YR6/31 - 2.5 feet3 silty clay loam --

Shovel Test 7.5YR3/30 - 0.3 feet 43 1 loam with gravel --
7.5YR4/40.3 - 1.7 feet2 moist clay loam
----3 impasse with rock 

Shovel Test 7.5YR3/30 - 0.35 feet 44 1 clay loam --
7.5YR4/40.35 - 2 feet2 sandy clay loam
----3 impasse with rock 

Shovel Test 7.5YR3/30 - 1.3 feet 45 1 clay loam Historic Fired Clay - Ceramic
7.5YR4/31.3 - 2.6 feet2 clayey sand with gravel --

Shovel Test 7.5YR3/30 - 0.3 feet 46 1 silty clay --
7.5YR4/30.3 - 0.9 feet2 silty clay loam with ash Historic Fired Clay - Ceramic

0.9 - 2.3 feet3 silty clay loam with decayed shale --

Shovel Test 7.5YR3/30 - 0.3 feet 47 1 silty clay loam --
7.5YR3/40.3 - 1.3 feet2 silty clay loam with gravel 
7.5YR4/41.3 - 2.2 feet3 silty clay loam with decayed shale 

Shovel Test 7.5YR3/30 - 0.45 feet 48 1 silty clay loam --
7.5YR3/40.45 - 1.9 feet2
----3 impasse with shale 

Shovel Test ---- 49 1 not excavated --
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No. Context Soil Description [Interpretation] Munsell Cultural MaterialsDepthUnit Type

Shovel Test 7.5YR3/30 - 1.1 feet 50 1 clay loam --
7.5YR4/31.1 - 2.5 feet2 clayey sand with gravel 
7.5YR5/6, 7.5YR4/32.5 - 2.7 feet3 clayey sand

Shovel Test 7.5YR3/30 - 0.7 feet 51 1 silty clay --
7.5YR4/30.7 - 1.5 feet2 Historic Glass

Historic Metal
Indeterminate Fauna

1.5 - 2.3 feet3 silty clay with decayed shale --
----4 impasse with rock 

Shovel Test 7.5YR3/30 - 0.4 feet 52 1 silty clay loam --
7.5YR3/40.4 - 1.2 feet2 silty clay loam with gravel 
7.5YR4/31.2 - 2 feet3 silty clay loam with decayed shale 

Shovel Test 7.5YR3/30 - 0.6 feet 53 1 sand loam --
7.5YR4/40.6 - 0.8 feet2 silty clay
--0.8 - 1 feet3  with debris 
7.5YR4/41 - 2.5 feet4 sandy clay loam

2.5 - 3 feet5
--3 -  feet6 impasse with rock 

Shovel Test ---- 54 1 not excavated --

Shovel Test 7.5YR3/3 - 0.6 feet 55 1 sandy clay loam --
7.5YR4/40.6 - 1.7 feet2
----3 impasse with rock 

Shovel Test 7.5YR3/30 - 0.35 feet 56 1 clay loam --
7.5YR4/40.35 - 1.7 feet2 sandy clay loam
----3 impasse with rock 
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No. Context Soil Description [Interpretation] Munsell Cultural MaterialsDepthUnit Type

Shovel Test 7.5YR4/30 - 1.1 feet 57 1 humic silty loam Historic Fired Clay - Ceramic
Historic Glass
Historic Mineral

----2 impasse with root --

Shovel Test 7.5YR3/40 - 0.25 feet 58 1 humic silty loam --
7.5YR3/30.25 - 1.7 feet2 silty loam
----3 impasse with bedrock 

Shovel Test 7.5YR3/30 - 0.25 feet 59 1 silty loam --
7.5YR4/40.25 - 0.85 fe2 Historic Fired Clay - Ceramic

Historic Glass
Historic Metal

--0.85 - 1.9 feet3  with coal ash & cinder Historic Glass
7.5YR4/41.9 - 2.8 feet4 silty clay loam Historic Fired Clay - Ceramic

Historic Glass
Historic Metal
Indeterminate Fauna

Shovel Test 7.5YR3/30 - 0.3 feet 60 1 silty loam --
7.5YR4/40.3 - 0.7 feet2 clay loam
--0.7 - 2.1 feet3  with coal ash & cinder 
7.5YR4/42.1 - 2.3 feet4 clay loam
----5 impasse with mortar & stone 

Shovel Test 7.5YR4/30 - 2.3 feet 61 1 silty clay loam Historic Fired Clay - Ceramic
Historic Glass
Historic Metal
Indeterminate Fauna

Shovel Test 7.5YR4/30 - 2.3 feet 62 1 silty clay loam Historic Fired Clay - Ceramic
Historic Glass
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No. Context Soil Description [Interpretation] Munsell Cultural MaterialsDepthUnit Type

Shovel Test 7.5YR3/30 - 0.35 feet 63 1 silty loam --
7.5YR4/40.35 - 2.5 feet2 silty clay loam Historic Fired Clay - Ceramic

Historic Metal
----3 impasse with rock --

Shovel Test 7.5YR3/30 - 0.55 feet 64 1 silty loam --
--0.55 - 1.4 feet2  with coal ash & cinders Historic Fired Clay - Ceramic

Historic Glass
Historic Metal
Indeterminate Fauna

1.4 - 1.7 feet3 impasse with rock --

Shovel Test 7.5YR3/30 - 0.3 feet 65 1 clay loam --
7.5YR4/40.3 - 1.3 feet2 Historic Fired Clay - Ceramic

Historic Glass
Indeterminate Fauna

7.5YR5/41.3 - 1.9 feet3 clay loam with decayed shale --

Shovel Test --0 - 0.9 feet 66 1 clay loam Historic Fired Clay - Ceramic
0.9 - 1.8 feet2 clay loam with decayed shale --
--3 impasse with bed rock 

Shovel Test 7.5YR3/30 - 0.3 feet 67 1 clay loam --
7.5YR4/40.3 - 1.2 feet2 clay loam with gravel Historic Fired Clay - Ceramic

Historic Fired Clay - Non-ceramic
Historic Glass
Indeterminate Fauna

7.5YR5/41.2 - 1.8 feet3 clay loam with decayed shale Historic Fired Clay - Ceramic
Historic Glass
Indeterminate Fauna
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No. Context Soil Description [Interpretation] Munsell Cultural MaterialsDepthUnit Type

Shovel Test --0 - 0.7 feet 68 1 clay loam --
0.7 - 1.6 feet2 Historic Fired Clay - Ceramic

Historic Fired Clay - Non-ceramic
Historic Glass
Indeterminate Fauna

1.6 - 2.2 feet3 clay loam with decayed shale --
--4 impasse with bed rock 

Shovel Test --0 - 3  100 1 not available Historic Fired Clay - Ceramic
Historic Glass
Historic Metal
Historic Mineral
Indeterminate Fauna
Prehistoric Stone

Shovel Test --0 - 3  101 1 not available Historic Fired Clay - Ceramic
Historic Glass
Historic Metal
Historic Mineral

Shovel Test --0 - 3  102 1 not available Historic Glass
Historic Metal
Historic Mineral

Shovel Test --0 - 3  103 1 not available Historic Glass
Historic Metal
Historic Mineral
Indeterminate Fauna
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No. Context Soil Description [Interpretation] Munsell Cultural MaterialsDepthUnit Type

Excavation Unit 7.5YR3/3-- 1 1 silty loam [ topsoil, 20th century] Historic Fired Clay - Ceramic
Historic Fired Clay - Non-ceramic
Historic Glass
Historic Metal
Historic Stone
Indeterminate Fauna

--2 coal ash and cinders with ash  [ late 19th/early 20th-century fuel 
waste]

Historic Fired Clay - Ceramic

Historic Fired Clay - Non-ceramic
Historic Glass
Historic Metal
Indeterminate Fauna

3  [cut for ash deposit] --
4 silty loam with rubble  [ 18th/19th-century occupation deposit] Historic Fired Clay - Ceramic

Historic Fired Clay - Non-ceramic
Historic Glass
Historic Metal
Indeterminate Fauna

5 mortared stone wall [ mortared stone cellar wall] --
6 coal ash and cinders [ late 19th/early 20th-century fuel waste]
7  [cut for later ash deposit, cuts CX 2]
8 coal ash and cinders [ late 19th/early 20th-century fuel waste]

7.5YR4/49 silty clay loam with rubble  [ demolition deposit in cellar]
7.5YR3/310 silty loam [ 19th-century surface?]
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No. Context Soil Description [Interpretation] Munsell Cultural MaterialsDepthUnit Type

Excavation Unit 7.5YR3/3-- 1 East 1 silty loam [ topsoil, 20th century] Historic Fired Clay - Ceramic
Historic Fired Clay - Non-ceramic
Historic Glass
Historic Metal

--2 coal ash and cinders with ash  [ late 19th/early 20th-century fuel 
waste]

Historic Fired Clay - Ceramic

Historic Metal
7.5YR4/49 silty clay loam with rubble  [ demolition deposit in cellar] Historic Fired Clay - Ceramic

Historic Metal
Indeterminate Fauna

Excavation Unit 7.5YR3/3-- 1 West 1 silty loam [ topsoil, 20th century] Historic Fired Clay - Ceramic
Historic Fired Clay - Non-ceramic
Historic Glass
Historic Metal
Indeterminate Fauna

--4 silty loam with rubble  [ 18th/19th-century occupation deposit] Historic Fired Clay - Ceramic
Historic Fired Clay - Non-ceramic
Historic Metal
Indeterminate Fauna
Prehistoric Stone

* Discarded
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ARTIFACT INVENTORY
APPENDIX D

Shovel Test 14,  Context 1 Catalog # 1

Historic
1 1Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware body fragment,  dark brown manganese glaze both surfaces

Total Artifacts in  Context 1:    1

Total Artifacts in Shovel Test  14  :    1

Shovel Test 16,  Context 1 Catalog # 2

Historic
1 1Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware body fragment,  lead glaze interior,  surface missing
1 2Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Whiteware, hollow ware body fragment,  1815 - 1930

Total Artifacts in  Context 1:    2

Total Artifacts in Shovel Test  16  :    2

Shovel Test 17,  Context 1 Catalog # 3

Historic
2 2Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware body fragment,  unglazed,  surface missing
2 3Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware body fragment,  dark brown manganese glaze both surfaces
1 4Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Creamware, plate rim fragment,  scalloped,  1762 - 1820
1 5Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Stoneware,  White salt-glazed, hollow ware body fragment,  1720 - 1805
3 1Row # Fired Clay - Non-ceramic,  Brick, structural fragment,  red
1 6Row # Glass,  Flat, window fragment,  light aqua
1 7Row # Metal,  Ferrous metal, nail fragment,  wrought,  encrusted and corroded

Total Artifacts in  Context 1:    11

Total Artifacts in Shovel Test  17  :    11

Shovel Test 27,  Context 2 Catalog # 9

Indeterminate
3 4Row # Fauna,  Shell - remains, clam fragment

Historic
2 1Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware fragment,  both surfaces missing
1 3Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Creamware, hollow ware body fragment,  hand painted underglaze,  floral,  

polychrome,  1762 - 1820
1 2Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Creamware, hollow ware fragment,  1762 - 1820

Total Artifacts in  Context 2:    7

Total Artifacts in Shovel Test  27  :    7

Shovel Test 28,  Context 2 Catalog # 10

Indeterminate
1 1Row # Fauna,  Shell - remains, clam fragment

Total Artifacts in  Context 2:    1

Total Artifacts in Shovel Test  28  :    1
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Shovel Test 29,  Context 2 Catalog # 11

Historic
1 4Row # Composite,  Metal and wood, pencil eraser nib,  corroded
1 1Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware body fragment,  unglazed
1 3Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Ironstone, hollow ware rim fragment,  1840 - 1930
1 2Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Stoneware,  White salt-glazed, hollow ware body fragment,  1720 - 1805

Total Artifacts in  Context 2:    4

Total Artifacts in Shovel Test  29  :    4

Shovel Test 31,  Context 2 Catalog # 12

Historic
2 1Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Porcelain,  Hard Paste, hollow ware body fragment,  burned
6 2Row # Metal,  Ferrous metal, nail fragment,  cut,  encrusted and corroded

Total Artifacts in  Context 2:    8

Total Artifacts in Shovel Test  31  :    8

Shovel Test 32,  Context 2 Catalog # 13

Indeterminate
2 9Row # Fauna,  Bone - remains, indeterminate type fragment

10 10Row # Fauna,  Shell - remains, clam fragment
Historic
1 8Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Ball Clay,  smoking pipe, stem fragment,  white, D 5/64
1 2Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Indeterminate Ceramic Class, hollow ware fragment,  glazed,  burned, possible 

Staffordshire glaze or type
1 3Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Red bodied slipware, hollow ware fragment,  slip trail interior
1 5Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware lid fragment,  mottled lead and manganese glaze
1 4Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware body fragment,  manganese glaze exterior,  surface missing
1 6Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Pearlware, hollow ware basal fragment,  1780 - 1890
2 7Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Whiteware, hollow ware body fragment,  1815 - 1930
2 1Row # Fired Clay - Non-ceramic,  Brick, structural fragment,  glazed,  burned

Total Artifacts in  Context 2:    22

Total Artifacts in Shovel Test  32  :    22

Shovel Test 33,  Context 2 Catalog # 14

Prehistoric
1 3Row # Stone,  Argillite, biface fragment

Indeterminate
1 2Row # Fauna,  Bone - remains, tooth fragment,  burned

Historic
1 1Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, flower pot basal fragment,  unglazed

Total Artifacts in  Context 2:    3

Total Artifacts in Shovel Test  33  :    3
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Shovel Test 37,  Context 2 Catalog # 15

Historic
1 1Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware body fragment,  manganese glaze both surfaces

Total Artifacts in  Context 2:    1

Total Artifacts in Shovel Test  37  :    1

Shovel Test 38,  Context 2 Catalog # 16

Historic
1 1Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Whiteware, hollow ware body fragment,  1815 - 1930

Total Artifacts in  Context 2:    1

Total Artifacts in Shovel Test  38  :    1

Shovel Test 42,  Context 2 Catalog # 17

Historic
1 1Row # Metal,  Ferrous metal, nail fragment,  encrusted and corroded

Total Artifacts in  Context 2:    1

Total Artifacts in Shovel Test  42  :    1

Shovel Test 45,  Context 1 Catalog # 18

Historic
1 1Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Redware, Elersware, hollow ware fragment

Total Artifacts in  Context 1:    1

Total Artifacts in Shovel Test  45  :    1

Shovel Test 46,  Context 2 Catalog # 19

Historic
1 1Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware body fragment,  manganese glaze both surfaces

Total Artifacts in  Context 2:    1

Total Artifacts in Shovel Test  46  :    1

Shovel Test 51,  Context 2 Catalog # 20

Indeterminate
1 3Row # Fauna,  Bone - remains, indeterminate type fragment,  burned

Historic
3 1Row # Glass,  Curved, bottle body fragment,  clear/uncolored
1 2Row # Metal,  Ferrous metal, nail fragment,  encrusted and corroded

Total Artifacts in  Context 2:    5

Total Artifacts in Shovel Test  51  :    5
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Shovel Test 57,  Context 1 Catalog # 21

Historic
1 1Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Whiteware, hollow ware fragment,  transfer printed,  blue,  1815 - 1930
1 2Row # Glass,  Curved, bottle body fragment,  clear/uncolored
1 3Row # Mineral,  Coal fragment

Total Artifacts in  Context 1:    3

Total Artifacts in Shovel Test  57  :    3

Shovel Test 59,  Context 2 Catalog # 22

Historic
1 1Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware rim fragment,  dark brown manganese glaze both surfaces
1 2Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Creamware, hollow ware body fragment,  1762 - 1820
1 3Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Whiteware, hollow ware body fragment,  1815 - 1930
1 4Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Stoneware,  grey body, hollow ware body fragment,  salt glaze both surfaces
4 5Row # Glass,  Flat, window fragment,  aqua
2 6Row # Metal,  Ferrous metal, nail whole,  wire,  corroded

Total Artifacts in  Context 2:    10

Shovel Test 59,  Context 3 Catalog # 23

Historic
1 1Row # Glass,  Flat, window fragment,  light aqua

Total Artifacts in  Context 3:    1

Shovel Test 59,  Context 4 Catalog # 24

Indeterminate
3 5Row # Fauna,  Shell - remains, clam fragment

Historic
1 1Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware fragment,  both surfaces missing
1 2Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Whiteware, hollow ware fragment,  1815 - 1930
1 3Row # Glass,  Flat, window fragment,  light aqua
2 4Row # Metal,  Ferrous metal, nail fragment,  encrused and corroded

Total Artifacts in  Context 4:    8

Total Artifacts in Shovel Test  59  :    19

Shovel Test 61,  Context 1 Catalog # 25

Indeterminate
5 8Row # Fauna,  Shell - remains, clam fragment

Historic
1 1Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Red bodied slipware, hollow ware fragment,  slip trail interior
1 3Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware body fragment,  mottled lead and manganese glaze,  surface 

missing
6 2Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware body fragment,  dark brown manganese glaze both surfaces
3 4Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Whiteware, hollow ware body fragment,  1815 - 1930
1 5Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Stoneware,  White salt-glazed, hollow ware body fragment,  1720 - 1805
3 6Row # Glass,  Curved, indeterminate type fragment,  clear/uncolored
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1 7Row # Metal,  Ferrous metal, nail fragment,  wrought,  corroded

Total Artifacts in  Context 1:    21

Shovel Test 61,  Context 2 Catalog # 26

Indeterminate
3 4Row # Fauna,  Shell - remains, clam fragment

Historic
1 1Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware fragment,  lead glaze interior,  surface missing
3 2Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Whiteware, hollow ware fragment,  1815 - 1930
1 3Row # Glass,  Flat, window fragment,  light aqua

Total Artifacts in  Context 2:    8

Shovel Test 61,  Context 4 Catalog # 27

Indeterminate
1 3Row # Fauna,  Bone - remains, chicken, limb fragment

Historic
1 1Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware body fragment,  mottled lead and manganese glaze interior
1 2Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Whiteware, hollow ware basal fragment,  transfer printed,  blue,  1815 - 

1930

Total Artifacts in  Context 4:    3

Total Artifacts in Shovel Test  61  :    32

Shovel Test 62,  Context 1 Catalog # 28

Historic
1 1Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware body fragment,  manganese glaze interior
2 3Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Creamware, Annular, cup rim fragment,  banded,  dark brown and green,  

1762 - 1820
2 2Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Creamware, hollow ware body fragment,  1762 - 1820
1 4Row # Glass,  Curved, indeterminate type fragment,  light green

Total Artifacts in  Context 1:    6

Total Artifacts in Shovel Test  62  :    6

Shovel Test 63,  Context 2 Catalog # 29

Historic
1 1Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware body fragment,  unglazed,  surface missing
1 2Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Pearlware, hollow ware basal fragment,  1780 - 1890
1 3Row # Metal,  Ferrous metal, gutter support hook, drainage hardware whole

Total Artifacts in  Context 2:    3

Total Artifacts in Shovel Test  63  :    3

Shovel Test 64,  Context 2 Catalog # 30

Indeterminate
1 7Row # Fauna,  Shell - remains, oyster fragment

Historic
3 1Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware basal fragment,  lead glaze
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1 2Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware body fragment,  dark brown manganese glaze both surfaces
1 4Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Ironstone, hollow ware basal fragment,  1840 - 1930
1 3Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Jackfield-type, hollow ware basal fragment,  dark brown glaze both 

surfaces,  overfired,  1740 - 1780
2 5Row # Glass,  Flat, window fragment,  light aqua
2 6Row # Metal,  Ferrous metal, nail fragment,  encrusted and corroded

Total Artifacts in  Context 2:    11

Total Artifacts in Shovel Test  64  :    11

Shovel Test 65,  Context 2 Catalog # 5

Indeterminate
1 6Row # Fauna,  Bone - remains, indeterminate type fragment
2 7Row # Fauna,  Shell - remains, clam fragment

Historic
1 2Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Red bodied slipware, hollow ware fragment,  lead glaze exterior, slip trail interior
1 3Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware fragment,  dark brown manganese glaze interior,  surface 

missing
1 1Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, indeterminate type fragment,  both surfaces missing
2 4Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Creamware, hollow ware fragment,  1762 - 1820
1 5Row # Glass,  Curved, indeterminate type fragment,  aqua

Total Artifacts in  Context 2:    9

Total Artifacts in Shovel Test  65  :    9

Shovel Test 66,  Context 1 Catalog # 4

Historic
2 1Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Creamware, hollow ware body fragment,  surface missing,  1762 - 1820

Total Artifacts in  Context 1:    2

Total Artifacts in Shovel Test  66  :    2

Shovel Test 67,  Context 2 Catalog # 6

Indeterminate
4 7Row # Fauna,  Shell - remains, clam fragment

Historic
1 3Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware fragment,  mottled manganese glaze interior
1 2Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware fragment,  dark brown manganese glaze both surfaces
1 4Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Creamware, hollow ware fragment,  1762 - 1820
1 5Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Pearlware, teacup rim fragment,  transfer printed,  blue,  1795 - 1840
1 1Row # Fired Clay - Non-ceramic,  Brick, structural fragment,  red
2 6Row # Glass,  Flat, window fragment,  aqua

Total Artifacts in  Context 2:    11

Shovel Test 67,  Context 3 Catalog # 7

Indeterminate
1 4Row # Fauna,  Shell - remains, clam fragment
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Historic
1 1Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Indeterminate Ceramic Class, hollow ware fragment,  burned
1 2Row # Glass,  Flat, window fragment,  aqua
1 3Row # Glass,  Flat, window fragment,  light aqua

Total Artifacts in  Context 3:    4

Total Artifacts in Shovel Test  67  :    15

Shovel Test 68,  Context 2 Catalog # 8

Indeterminate
1 8Row # Fauna,  Shell - remains, clam fragment

Historic
1 2Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware fragment,  lead glaze,  surface missing
1 3Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware fragment,  mottled lead and manganese glaze
1 4Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware body fragment,  dark manganese glaze interior
3 5Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Whiteware, hollow ware fragment,  1815 - 1930
2 1Row # Fired Clay - Non-ceramic,  Brick, structural fragment,  red
1 6Row # Glass,  Curved, bottle lip fragment,  aqua
1 7Row # Glass,  Curved, hollow ware body fragment,  light aqua

Total Artifacts in  Context 2:    11

Total Artifacts in Shovel Test  68  :    11

Shovel Test 100,  Context 1 Catalog # 41

Prehistoric
2 8Row # Stone,  Argillite, indeterminate tool fragment, possible biface, pieces mend

Indeterminate
2 7Row # Fauna,  Shell - remains, oyster fragment

Historic
2 1Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware body fragment,  dark brown manganese glaze both surfaces
1 2Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Pearlware, indeterminate type fragment,  1780 - 1890
5 3Row # Glass,  Flat, window fragment,  light aqua
1 4Row # Metal,  Ferrous metal, indeterminate hardware fragment,  encrusted and corroded
1 5Row # Metal,  Ferrous metal, nail whole,  wire,  encrusted and corroded
1 6Row # Mineral,  Coal fragment

Total Artifacts in  Context 1:    15

Total Artifacts in Shovel Test  100  :    15

Shovel Test 101,  Context 1 Catalog # 40

Historic
1 1Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, indeterminate type fragment,  manganese glaze,  surface missing
1 2Row # Glass,  Flat, window fragment,  clear/uncolored
1 3Row # Metal,  Ferrous metal, nail whole,  wire,  corroded
6 4Row # Mineral,  Coal fragment

Total Artifacts in  Context 1:    9
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Total Artifacts in Shovel Test  101  :    9

Shovel Test 102,  Context 1 Catalog # 42

Historic
3 1Row # Glass,  Flat, window fragment,  light aqua
1 2Row # Metal,  Ferrous metal, nail fragment,  wrought,  corroded
2 3Row # Mineral,  Coal fragment

Total Artifacts in  Context 1:    6

Total Artifacts in Shovel Test  102  :    6

Shovel Test 103,  Context 1 Catalog # 43

Indeterminate
1 6Row # Fauna,  Shell - remains, indeterminate type fragment

Historic
2 2Row # Glass,  Curved, indeterminate type fragment,  light aqua
1 1Row # Glass,  Curved, indeterminate type fragment,  light purple,  solarized
1 3Row # Glass,  Flat, window fragment,  light aqua
1 4Row # Metal,  Ferrous metal, nail whole,  wire,  encrused and corroded
2 5Row # Mineral,  Coal fragment

Total Artifacts in  Context 1:    8

Total Artifacts in Shovel Test  103  :    8

Excavation Unit 1,  Context 1 Catalog # 32

Indeterminate
2 30Row # Fauna,  Bone - remains, indeterminate type fragment

Historic
2 19Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Ball Clay,  smoking pipe, stem fragment,  white, D 5/64
8 7Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Red bodied slipware, hollow ware body fragment,  slip trail interior,  green copper 

oxide decoration
18 3Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware body fragment,  dark brown manganese glaze interior

1 4Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware rim fragment,  dark brown manganese glaze interior
10 5Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware body fragment,  dark brown manganese glaze both surfaces

3 6Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware body fragment,  light brown lead glaze both surfaces
10 2Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, indeterminate type fragment,  both surfaces missing

1 8Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Yellowware, American Yellowware, small hollow ware rim fragment
2 18Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Porcelain,  Soft Paste, figurine 60-70% complete, head, hands and right leg missing; left leg mends
2 17Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Porcelain,  Soft Paste, indeterminate type body fragment
3 9Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Creamware, Annularware, cup body fragment,  banded,  blue,  1780 - 1815

17 10Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Creamware, indeterminate type body fragment,  1762 - 1820
1 12Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Pearlware, hollow ware rim fragment,  transfer printed,  blue,  1795 - 1840
4 11Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Pearlware, indeterminate type body fragment,  1780 - 1890
1 13Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Pearlware, plate rim fragment,  Shell Edge,  blue, unscalloped impressed 

curved lines,  1841 - 1857
11 14Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Whiteware, hollow ware body fragment,  1815 - 1930
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6 15Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Whiteware, hollow ware body fragment,  transfer printed,  blue,  1815 - 
1930

1 16Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Stoneware,  White salt-glazed, plate rim fragment,  impressed "barley-corn" pattern,  burned,  
1755 - 1770

3 1Row # Fired Clay - Non-ceramic,  Brick, structural fragment,  red
1 20Row # Glass,  Curved, container basal fragment,  aqua
5 21Row # Glass,  Curved, indeterminate type basal fragment,  light aqua
6 22Row # Glass,  Flat, window fragment,  light aqua
1 27Row # Metal,  Brass, .22 caliber, bullet casing,  corroded
8 23Row # Metal,  Ferrous metal, nail fragment,  wrought,  encrusted and corroded
3 24Row # Metal,  Ferrous metal, nail whole,  wrought,  encrusted and corroded
5 25Row # Metal,  Ferrous metal, nail fragment,  cut,  encrusted and corroded
1 26Row # Metal,  Ferrous metal, stove part leg fragment,  cast,  encrusted and corroded
1 28Row # Stone,  Slate, pencil fragment, six-sided
1 29Row # Stone,  Slate, pencil whole, round

Total Artifacts in  Context 1:    138

Excavation Unit 1,  Context 2 Catalog # 33

Indeterminate
1 9Row # Fauna,  Bone - remains, small mammal, femur fragment

Historic
1 3Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, flower pot rim fragment,  unglazed
1 4Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware body fragment,  manganese glaze interior, unglazed exterior
1 2Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, indeterminate type fragment,  unglazed,  surface missing
1 5Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Pearlware, hollow ware basal fragment,  1780 - 1890
1 6Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  white body, tile fragment,  dark brown glaze on surface
2 1Row # Fired Clay - Non-ceramic,  Brick, structural fragment,  red
3 7Row # Glass,  Curved, container body fragment,  light aqua
2 8Row # Metal,  Ferrous metal, nail fragment,  encrusted and corroded

Total Artifacts in  Context 2:    13

Excavation Unit 1,  Context 4 Catalog # 34

Indeterminate
1 27Row # Fauna,  Bone - remains, large mammal, ankle whole, possible cuboid or astralagus
2 31Row # Fauna,  Bone - remains, small rodent, jaw fragment
5 30Row # Fauna,  Bone - remains, small rodent, limb fragment
1 29Row # Fauna,  Bone - remains, avian, limb whole
8 28Row # Fauna,  Bone - remains, medium mammal, limb fragment
1 26Row # Fauna,  Bone - remains, large mammal, rib fragment

Historic
6 7Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Red bodied slipware, dish body fragment,  slip trail interior
1 8Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Red bodied slipware, dish body fragment,  slip trail interior,  burned
1 6Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Red bodied slipware, dish rim fragment,  slip trail interior
8 3Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware body fragment,  unglazed,  surface missing
1 4Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware rim fragment,  manganese glaze interior

14 5Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware body fragment,  unglazed exterior, manganese glaze interior
1 19Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  white body, hollow ware body fragment,  unglazed
1 20Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Porcelain,  Chinese Export, teacup basal fragment
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1 9Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Creamware, Annularware, hollow ware lid fragment,  banded and wash,  
blue and yellow,  1780 - 1815

2 12Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Creamware, hollow ware rim fragment,  1762 - 1820
7 11Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Creamware, hollow ware body fragment,  1762 - 1820
1 10Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Creamware, hollow ware body fragment,  hand painted underglaze,  

polychrome,  1790 - 1820
1 16Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Pearlware, hollow ware rim fragment,  underglaze hand painted,  blue,  

1780 - 1820
13 14Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Pearlware, hollow ware body fragment,  1780 - 1890

1 15Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Pearlware, hollow ware body fragment,  underglaze hand painted,  blue,  
1780 - 1820

3 13Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Pearlware, plate rim fragment,  1780 - 1890
2 17Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Whiteware, hollow ware body fragment,  transfer printed,  blue,  1815 - 

1930
1 18Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Stoneware,  pink body, hollow ware basal fragment,  salt glaze interior,  underfired, local 

production likely
4 1Row # Fired Clay - Non-ceramic,  Brick, structural fragment,  red
1 2Row # Fired Clay - Non-ceramic,  Mortar, structural fragment,  grey
1 22Row # Glass,  Curved, candleholder rim fragment,  clear/uncolored
1 21Row # Glass,  Curved, container body fragment,  olive green
7 23Row # Glass,  Flat, window fragment,  aqua
1 25Row # Metal,  Ferrous metal, nail fragment,  wire
4 24Row # Metal,  Ferrous metal, nail fragment,  wrought,  encrusted and corroded

Total Artifacts in  Context 4:    102

Total Artifacts in Excavation Unit  1  :    253

Excavation Unit 1 East,  Context 1 Catalog # 37

Historic
2 17Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Ball Clay,  smoking pipe, stem fragment,  white, D 5/64
1 4Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Red bodied slipware, hollow ware body fragment,  slip trail interior

16 3Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware body fragment,  manganese glaze,  surface missing
1 5Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware body fragment,  lead glaze with manganese mottling both 

surfaces
8 2Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, indeterminate type fragment,  unglazed,  surface missing
1 15Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  white body, Whieldon, hollow ware handle fragment,  dark brown mottled glaze,  

1740 - 1770
1 14Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  white body, Wrotham, hollow ware body fragment,  dark brown glaze both surfaces, 

late 17th to early 18th century
1 13Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  white body, English Yellowware, hollow ware body fragment,  staffordshire type 

glaze,  1780 - 1840
1 16Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Porcelain,  Hard Paste, hollow ware fragment
8 6Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Creamware, hollow ware body fragment,  1762 - 1820
1 8Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Pearlware, Annularware, hollow ware body fragment,  banded,  brown,  

1780 - 1815
5 9Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Pearlware, hollow ware body fragment,  1780 - 1890
1 7Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Pearlware, teacup rim fragment,  hand painted,  polychrome,  1795 - 1815
1 12Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Whiteware, hollow ware body fragment,  transfer printed,  black,  1815 - 

1930
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4 11Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Whiteware, hollow ware body fragment,  transfer printed,  blue,  1815 - 
1930

15 10Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Whiteware, hollow ware body fragment,  1815 - 1930
6 1Row # Fired Clay - Non-ceramic,  Brick, structural fragment,  red
6 18Row # Glass,  Curved, container body fragment,  light aqua
1 20Row # Glass,  Curved, indeterminate type fragment,  light aqua,  melted

15 19Row # Glass,  Flat, window fragment,  light aqua
2 21Row # Metal,  Ferrous metal, nail fragment,  wrought,  encrusted and corroded
3 22Row # Metal,  Ferrous metal, nail fragment,  cut,  encrusted and corroded

Total Artifacts in  Context 1:    100

Excavation Unit 1 East,  Context 2 Catalog # 38

Historic
2 1Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, flower pot rim fragment,  unglazed
1 2Row # Metal,  Ferrous metal, sheet whole, L 1.5ft, W 0.25ft
1 3Row # Metal,  Ferrous metal, sheet whole,  coated,  crimped, L 1.75ft, W 0.1ft

Total Artifacts in  Context 2:    4

Excavation Unit 1 East,  Context 9 Catalog # 39

Indeterminate
1 4Row # Fauna,  Bone - remains, medium mammal, pelvic fragment
1 3Row # Fauna,  Bone - remains, medium mammal, rib fragment
1 5Row # Fauna,  Shell - remains, clam fragment

Historic
1 1Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Creamware, teacup rim fragment,  hand painted underglaze,  polychrome,  

1790 - 1820
1 2Row # Metal,  Ferrous metal, indeterminate hardware fragment,  encrusted and corroded

Total Artifacts in  Context 9:    5

Total Artifacts in Excavation Unit  1 East  :    109

Excavation Unit 1 West,  Context 1 Catalog # 35

Indeterminate
9 36Row # Fauna,  Bone - remains, mammal, limb fragment
9 37Row # Fauna,  Bone - remains, goat, tooth fragment

Historic
1 22Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Ball Clay,  smoking pipe, foot and bowl fragment,  fluted decoration,  white
1 21Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Ball Clay,  smoking pipe, stem fragment,  white, D 5/64
6 11Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Red bodied slipware, plate body fragment,  slip trail interior
4 10Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Red bodied slipware, plate rim fragment,  slip trail interior,  coggled rim,  burned

10 3Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware body fragment,  unglazed,  surface missing
1 9Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware rim fragment,  manganese glaze both surfaces
4 4Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware body fragment,  lead glaze interior,  surface missing
6 7Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware body fragment,  manganese glaze both surfaces,  burned
1 8Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware rim fragment,  manganese glaze interior

35 5Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware body fragment,  manganese glaze interior
11 6Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware body fragment,  manganese glaze both surfaces

5 2Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, indeterminate type fragment,  unglazed,  surface missing
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2 12Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  agate ware, Agateware, hollow ware body fragment,  incised linear 
decoration,  1740 - 1775

1 14Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Creamware, hollow ware body fragment,  hand painted underglaze,  
polychrome,  1790 - 1820

15 13Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Creamware, hollow ware body fragment,  1762 - 1820
2 15Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Creamware, Annularware, teacup rim fragment,  banded,  orange,  1780 - 

1815
6 16Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Pearlware, hollow ware body fragment,  1780 - 1890
1 17Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Stoneware,  grey body, hollow ware body fragment,  salt glaze both surfaces, local production 

likely
1 18Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Stoneware,  grey body, hollow ware rim fragment,  salt glaze both surfaces,  cobalt blue 

decoration, local production likely
1 20Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Stoneware,  grey body, large hollow ware body fragment,  slip both surfaces,  light brown
3 19Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Stoneware,  tan body, hollow ware body fragment, local production likely
7 1Row # Fired Clay - Non-ceramic,  Brick, structural fragment,  red
1 25Row # Glass,  Curved, container fragment,  amber
4 26Row # Glass,  Curved, container fragment,  light aqua
1 28Row # Glass,  Curved, container fragment,  olive green,  patination
1 24Row # Glass,  Curved, container basal fragment,  amber
3 23Row # Glass,  Curved, container fragment,  olive green
1 27Row # Glass,  Curved, container fragment,  clear/uncolored
4 29Row # Glass,  Flat, window fragment,  light aqua
1 35Row # Metal,  Copper alloy, U.S. Liberty Head Cent Piece, coin whole,  worn/faded, Braided Hair Liberty Bust,  1839 - 1857
1 31Row # Metal,  Ferrous metal, nail whole,  wrought,  encrusted and corroded
7 30Row # Metal,  Ferrous metal, nail fragment,  wrought,  encrusted and corroded
1 32Row # Metal,  Ferrous metal, spike fragment,  wrought,  encrusted and corroded
1 33Row # Metal,  White Metal, button whole,  cast with eye in place, with foot, South Type 7 (in Hume),  1837 - 1865
1 34Row # Metal,  White Metal, button whole,  one piece cast soft white metal, South Type 11 (in Hume),  1837 - 1865

Total Artifacts in  Context 1:    169

Excavation Unit 1 West,  Context 4 Catalog # 36

Prehistoric
1 12Row # Stone,  Sandstone, hand tool whole,  possible pitting on side, chipped end, worn end, L 7.5in, possible hammerstone

Indeterminate
14 11Row # Fauna,  Bone - remains, indeterminate type fragment

4 10Row # Fauna,  Bone - remains, medium mammal, limb fragment
1 8Row # Fauna,  Bone - remains, medium mammal, pelvic fragment
1 9Row # Fauna,  Bone - remains, medium mammal, rib fragment

Historic
1 6Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Ball Clay,  smoking pipe, stem fragment,  white, D 5/64
1 3Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware body fragment,  dark brown manganese glaze both surfaces
1 2Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware rim fragment,  unglazed exterior, manganese glaze interior
1 4Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Creamware, hollow ware body fragment,  hand painted underglaze,  floral,  

polychrome,  1790 - 1820
1 5Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Pearlware, hollow ware rim fragment,  1780 - 1890

12 1Row # Fired Clay - Non-ceramic,  Brick, structural fragment,  red
1 7Row # Metal,  Copper, King William III English Coin, coin whole,  faded/worn, "GVLIEMVS III DEL GRA",  1695 - 1701

Total Artifacts in  Context 4:    39
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Total Artifacts in Excavation Unit  1 West  :    208

Area General Provenience,  Excavation Unit 1,  Catalog # 31

Indeterminate
1 13Row # Fauna,  Bone - remains, avian, indeterminate type fragment
1 12Row # Fauna,  Bone - remains, fish, indeterminate type fragment

Historic
1 1Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware body fragment,  mottled lead and manganese glaze both 

surfaces
3 2Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware body fragment,  mottled manganese and lead glaze,  surface 

missing
1 3Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Earthenware,  Redware, hollow ware body fragment,  unglazed exterior, manganese glaze interior
1 8Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Porcelain,  Hard Paste, teacup body fragment,  underglaze decoration,  blue
2 4Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Pearlware, flatware fragment,  1780 - 1890
1 5Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Pearlware, teacup rim fragment,  hand painted,  floral,  polychrome,  1820 - 

1840
3 6Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Whiteware, hollow ware body fragment,  1815 - 1930
1 7Row # Fired Clay - Ceramic,  Refined Earthenware,  Whiteware, hollow ware body fragment,  transfer printed,  scenic,  blue,  

1815 - 1930
1 9Row # Glass,  Curved, indeterminate type fragment,  clear/uncolored
1 10Row # Glass,  Flat, window fragment,  light aqua
1 11Row # Metal,  Ferrous metal, nail fragment,  encrusted and corroded

Total Artifacts in  Suface Collection:    18

Total Artifacts in General Provenience  Excavation Unit  1  :    18

Total Number of Artifacts:   806

* Item Discarded in Laboratory
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JAMES S. LEE, III 

Principal Investigator, M.A., RPA 
 
 
EDUCATION 
 
M.A., Archaeology, University of Durham, Durham, United Kingdom, 1996 
 
B.A., Anthropology and History, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New Jersey, 1995 
 
 
EXPERIENCE 
 
2001-present Principal Investigator/Report Manager 
  Hunter Research, Inc., Trenton, NJ 
 
 Technical and managerial responsibilities for survey, evaluation and mitigation of  
 selected archaeological projects.  Technical and managerial responsibility for report 
  production.  Participation in: 

 overall site direction and day-to-day management  
 development and implementation of research, excavation and analysis strategies 

for prehistoric and historic archaeological sites 
 report and proposal preparation 
 supervision of cartographic and GIS product, graphic design and report layout 
 hiring and supervision of personnel 
  

    
2001            Crew Chief 
                           Kittatinny Archaeological Research, Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania 

 survey and excavation 
 supervision of field personnel 
 stratigraphic and artifact analysis 
 

 
1997-2001      Principal Investigator/Project Manager 
                        Cultural Resource Consulting Group, Highland Park, New Jersey 

 overall site direction and day-to-day management  
 development and implementation of research, excavation and analysis strategies 

for prehistoric and historic archaeological sites 
 report and proposal preparation 
 hiring and supervision of personnel 

  
 
1997-2000       Laboratory Supervisor 
                        Cultural Resource Consulting Group, Highland Park, New Jersey 
 

Technical and managerial responsibilities for laboratory components of 
archaeological projects.  Participation in:  
 management of laboratory operations 
 supervision of laboratory personnel 
 computerization of artifact data 
 prehistoric and historic ceramic analysis 
 preparation of artifact inventories and writing of artifact sections of reports 
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1996-1997            Field Technician 
                             Cultural Resource Consulting Group, Highland Park, New Jersey 
  
 
SPECIAL SKILLS AND INTERESTS 
 

 canals and associated water control structures 
 waterpowered mill sites 
 iron manufacture  
 prehistory of the northeastern United States 
 prehistoric lithic technology 
 historic sites interpretation and public outreach 

                               
                          
PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS 
 
Society for Industrial Archaeology 
Archaeological Society of New Jersey, Recording Secretary 
Society for Pennsylvania Archaeology  
New York State Archaeological Association 
Canal Society of New Jersey 
Warren County Morris Canal Committee 
Society for Industrial Archeology 
Eastern States Archaeological Federation 



 
 
 

 
 

RICHARD W. HUNTER 
President/Principal Archaeologist, Ph.D., RPA 

 
EDUCATION 
Ph.D.  Geography, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, New Jersey, 1999.  
 Dissertation Title: Patterns of Mill Siting and Materials Processing: A Historical 

Geography of Water-Powered Industry in Central New Jersey  
M.A.  Archaeological Science, University of Bradford, England, 1975 
B.A. Archaeology and Geography, University of Birmingham, England, 1973 
 
 
EXPERIENCE 
1986-present President/Principal Archaeologist 
     Hunter Research, Inc., Trenton, NJ 
 

Founder and principal stockholder of firm providing archaeological and 
historical research, survey, excavation, evaluation, and report preparation 
services in the Northeastern United States.  Specific expertise in historical and 
industrial archaeology (mills, iron and steel manufacture, pottery manufacture), 
historical geography, historic landscape analysis.   

  
1999-present Faculty Member, Certificate in Historic Preservation 
 Office of Continuing Education, Drew University, Madison, NJ 
  
1983-1986  Vice-President/Archaeologist 
  Heritage Studies, Inc., Princeton, NJ 
 
1981-1983   Principal Archaeologist 
  Cultural Resource Group, Louis Berger & Associates, Inc., East Orange, NJ 
  
1979-1981   Archaeological Consultant, Hopewell, NJ 
 
1978-1981   Adjunct Assistant Professor, Department of Classics and 
 Archaeology, Douglass College, Rutgers University, NJ 
 
1978-1979 Research Editor 
 Arete Publishing Company, Princeton, NJ 
 
1974-1977 Archaeological Field Officer 
 Northampton Development Corporation, Northampton, England 

  
1969-1970 Research Assistant 
 Department of Planning and Transportation, Greater London Council 
   
 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS 
“On the Eagle’s Wings: Textiles, Trenton, Textiles, and a First Taste of the Industrial Revolution.”  
New Jersey History 124, Number 1, 57-98 [2009] (with Nadine Sergejeff and Damon Tvaryanas). 
 
“The Historical Geography and Archaeology of the Revolutionary War in New Jersey.”  In New 
Jersey in the American Revolution, edited by Barbara J. Mitnick, pp.165-193.  Rutgers University 
Press [2005] (with Ian C.G. Burrow). 
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“Keeping the Public in Public Archaeology.”  In:  Historic Preservation Bulletin, pp. 6-9.  New 
Jersey Department of Environmental Protection, Division of Parks and Forestry, Historic 
Preservation Office [2004]. 
 
“A Coxon Waster Dump of the Mid-1860s, Sampled in Trenton, New Jersey.”  In:  Ceramics in 
America, edited by Robert Hunter, pp. 241-244.  University Press of New England [2003] 
 
“The Richards Face – Shades of an Eighteenth-Century American Bellarmine.”  In:  Ceramics in 
America, edited by Robert Hunter, pp. 259-261.  University Press of New England [2003] 
 
“The Pottery Decorating Shop of the Mayer Arsenal Pottery Company.”  Trenton Potteries 4(2):1-
7 [2003]. 
 
“Eighteenth-Century Stoneware Kiln of William Richards Found on the Lamberton Waterfront, 
Trenton, New Jersey.”  In:  Ceramics in America, edited by Robert Hunter, pp. 239-243.  
University Press of New England [2001] 
 
From Teacups to Toilets: A Century of Industrial Pottery in Trenton, Circa 1850 to 1940, Teachers 
Guide sponsored by the New Jersey Department of Transportation, 1997 (with Patricia Madrigal 
and Wilson Creative Marketing) 
 
"Pretty Village to Urban Place:  18th Century Trenton and Its Archaeology." New Jersey History, 
Volume 114, Numbers 3-4, 32-52 [Fall/Winter 1996] (with Ian Burrow) 
 
Hopewell:  A Historical Geography.  Township of Hopewell [1991] (with Richard L. Porter)  
 
"Contracting Archaeology? Cultural Resource Management in New Jersey, U.S.A." The Field 
Archaeologist (Journal of the Institute of Field Archaeologists) 12, 194-200 [March 1990] (with Ian 
Burrow) 
 
"American Steel in the Colonial Period:  Trenton's Role in a 'Neglected' Industry." In Canal History 
and Technology Proceedings IX, 83-118 [1990] (with Richard L. Porter) 
 
"The Demise of Traditional Pottery Manufacture on Sourland Mountain, New Jersey, during the 
Industrial Revolution."  Ch. 13 in Domestic Potters of the Northeastern United States, 1625-1850.  
Studies in Historical Archaeology, Academic Press [1985] 
 
 
PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS 
 
Registry of Professional Archeologists (RPA) [formerly Society of Professional Archeologists] 
    (accredited 1979; certification in field research, collections research, theoretical or archival 

research) 
Preservation New Jersey (Board Member, 1994 - 2003) 
New Jersey State Historic Sites Review Board (Member, 1983 -1993) 
Professional Archaeologists of New York City (PANYC) 
Society for Historical Archaeology 
Society for Industrial Archaeology 
Society for Post-Medieval Archaeology 
Council for Northeast Historical Archaeology 
Archaeological Society of New Jersey (Life Member) 
Mount Hope Historical Conservancy (Board Member, 1995 - 2000) 
 
 
OTHER AFFILIATIONS 
 
Trenton Downtown Association (Board Member, 1998 – present; Board Chair 2007-2008)  
Port of Trenton Museum Foundation (Board Member 2003-present) 
Hopewell Township Historic Preservation Commission (Member, 1998 – 2006; Chair 2003-2004) 
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APPENDIX F

Project: Archaeological Testing and Remote Sensing, John Phillips 
House Site, Howell Living History Farm, Hopewell 
Township, Mercer County, New Jersey

Level of Survey: 1/2

Location: Howell Living History Farm, Hopewell Township, Hunterdon 
County, NJ

Drainage Basin: Delaware River

U.S.G.S. Quadrangle: Lambertville, N.J.-P.A.

Cultural Resources: John Phillips House Site (c. 1735-1870); Phillips Family 
Burial Ground (c. 1779-1870); Pleasant Valley Schoolhouse 
(1889-1936); Wooden Family Poultry Farm (1938-68).
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HUNTER RESEARCH, INC.
PROJECT SUMMARY

APPENDIX G

Project Name: Archaeological Testing and Remote Sensing, John Phillips 
House Site, Howell Living History Farm, Hopewell 
Township, Mercer County, New Jersey

Level of Survey: 1/2

Review Agency: New Jersey Historical Commission
Agency Reference: N/A

PROJECT CHRONOLOGY
Date of Contract Award: February 20, 2013
Notice to Proceed: February 20, 2013
Background Research: March-August 2013
Fieldwork: March-August 2013
Analysis: March-August 2013
Report Written: September 2013

Artifacts/Records Deposited: Mercer County Park Commission/Howell Farm

Report Author(s): James S. Lee, Richard W. Hunter

13002
Date of Report: September 2013
Client: Howell Living History Farm
Prime:

HRI Project Reference:

PROJECT PERSONNEL

Draftperson(s): Katie Rettinger, Lauren Lembo
Analyst(s): Joshua Butchko

Field Supervisor(s): James S. Lee
Background Researcher(s): Alison Haley, Jordan Antebi

Field Assistant(s): Andew Martin, Christopher Connallon

Principal Investigator(s): Richard W. Hunter, James S. Lee
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